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Appropriate for secondary school social studies, this
booklet ou tlines approaches for dealing with the threat ornuclear
warfare in six sections. The first section, "Learning to/Live with
Nuclear We apons," introduces the topic and considers whEft can be done
to decrees e the risk of nuclear warfare without jeopardizing the
nation's s ecurity.""Arms_Corrtrol" discusses the importance of the
negotiatio n process. "Peace through Strength" stresses the need to
display mi litary strength to deal with the threat-from the 'Soviet
Union: "Fr eezing the Arms Race" advocates a-bilateral freoze on the
production and deployment of nuclear weapons while "Unilateral
4Reductioas " argues that nuclear weapons are a threat.'in and bf
themselves The sixth section, "Complex Issues, Naid Choices,"
concludes the booklet by stressing the heed for citizen
participat ion. Two self-administered questionnaires intended for
completion before and-after.participAing in a public forum or,
reading.th e booklet are included as'well as a list of recommended
.
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you begin to read,this issue book from the Domestic Policy Associakion., you are joining thousands of
,
,
Americans Who are participating, In communities all over the country, in the '1983 season of the
National 1§sties Forum. This is ricoIlaborsitive effort_ to achieve an ambitious goal: to bring Americans
together every yea?to address urgent domestic issues.
This series was conceived and organized by the Domestic Policy Association, which represents the
pooled resources of a nationwide network of organizationsiT:luding libraries and colleges, museums and
membership groups, service clubs and community organizations. It is a nonpartisan etfort that does n'Ot
advocate any specific solution or point of view. Its interest is in explo *,
In unbiased fashion, the costs and
benefits of various alternatives.
The forums are an occasion in win& people can get together to learn more about the issues and the
options this nation faces, to air, their differences, and to begin to identify their common ground. What took
phice this past year WI the inaugural season of the National Issues Fonmi indietes how
many Americans arc
eager to do just that.
But the National Issues Forum doestv't begin hod end in those local meetings. The DPA schedules a
series of meetings in which the views that emerge from these forums are-conveyed to elected leaders.
This
pamFebniary, at the Gerald R. Ford Library in Ann Arbor, Michigan, former Pi:erakte l s Ford and Carter
presided over a meetirig ahem ed a distinguished group of individuals wh,
lave helped to devise public
policy and to lead Ornae n in recent years. They gathered together to exam
what came out of last year's
cornmunity forums. T
oming March, the same kind of gathering will take ace in Austin, Texas, at the
Lyndon B. Johnson Library.
What will happen there is that once again a group of nationa) leaders will sit down to examine what
the community forums have yielded: Thpy are interested in your constidered judgment about each of the three
topics for this year's forums. So that your feelings and thoughts about 'these issues
can be conveyed in those
meetings, We have provided a short `.`issue Report" at the beginning and end oli these gooks. I urge yqu to RIl
it out and mail it back to us.
We have prepared issue bookslikethis one for eath of the three topics that will he addressed in this
.,
year's formhs: priorities for the na A's schools, nuclear arms and national security, and the deficit and
the federal hidget. These are urger issues that have been prominent in the news. In each of these-areas,
dew realities hkivelo he faced, and important choices made. To address theni is to raise serious questions
out our values and priorities; they cannot be viesfed only from the perspective apariicular interests
,
r partisan politics.
.
Helping citizens to engage in community discussions about what is in the public interest is the goal of
the Domestic Policy Association. As the editor of these issue books, I'm honored to welcome you to this
common effort.

As

.

.

A7t 1,44rAs
Keith Melville
Editor-in:Chief -V
"'The National Issue.-Forum
'DolltaQstiQ Policy Association

5335 Far Hills Awenue
OH 45429

\

NATIONAL IS81)1S FORUM
1. NUCLEAR ARMS AND
NATIONAL SECURITY REPORT
.

The-boniest ic
ocuAion has promised to communicate a sense of your thinking on the topic of nuclear disarmamoht to
Icad&s and policy-makel-s,- locally and at the national level. Therefore, we'd like you to fill'out this short uestioimaird so that
we can get a "profile" of the way people here arc thinking about this important issue..They are also oil to be interested in

'the way that forums like this help us all to -think through" such complex problems.
For that reason, we'd like you CO answer one set of questions BEFORE'yoty talk with your fellow citizens at the forum
meeting (or before you read this booklet, if you buy it elsewhere), Ad another set of q(testi6ns AFTER the f( rum (or after
you've read and thoilght about the booklet).
-,
The leader at the forum meeting will a. you to hand in thee question sheets at the beginning iind at the end of the meeting.
Mi it is inconvenient to do that: or if you cant fiend the meeting, phase send the questionnaire., together with ihe,questionnaire
at
end of thehooklet, to the-DPA in the enc
d elf-addressed, stamped envelope.
-

6. Thinking just in terms ;f nuclearweapons:110w would you rate
the strength of the U.S. Nmpared to that of the Soviet .Union?

ICheck the V' propriatc box:
.

If there were as nuclear war between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union. what would most likely happen to the U.S.? Would it:

Would you say:

We are it ahead of the Soviet Union in terms of nuclear
weapOts

Ceasiclo exist as a civilized society
Suffer enormous casualties. and losses, but recover within a
decade or two
Hardly be -affected at all
Not sure /Don't know
2. Thinking about the arms control agreements the U.S. has signed
with the Soviet Union, would you say:
.

The Soviets have 'probably cheated at very bpportU
The Soviets have probably cheated a Ii le
1:j The Soviets have probably not elteatec at Nall
NCIt surd/Don't know

Li We arc slightlyahoid'

A

r] W e are abottr.exiiii
W eare slightly tiehind

W e ars.fittWhind the Soviet Union in terms of nuclear,
al)on&

N ot sure/Don't know
iflue's a list of stivements. For each on
or disagree:

indicate whether you agree

Not
Agree Disagree Sure
1.-The whole idea of a nuclear war is
so terrifying, I try dot to think about

Li

3:W1m it conies to those same agreements, wdnld you say:

C7

8. The Soviet Union is the source of
evil in the modern world

The Lr'S.vitas probably cheated at every opportunity

0 The U.S. has probably cheated a little
The U.S. his probably.not cheated at all
0 Not sure/Don't .know

.

9. The best way to keep the Soviet
Union 4om starting trbuble is to
make sure our missiles are bigger
'and better than theirs are

4. On balance. liavthe arms control agreements wevt.; signed with
the Soviet 'Union made the world a safer or a More dangerous
place?.

10. The U.Se should lake steps on its
own to reduce the number of nuclear
-weapoils in (he world, no matter what
the Soviet Union dOes

0 They've mak the world safer,.
, 0 They've made. the world. more d'angarmis.
0 They've made little or no difference
(n Not sure/Don't know

I

5. In an kverall sense, how would you rate tlie military strength of
the U.S 1 conipared lo that of the Soviet-14HW Would you say: '

I .

We arc much too fearful 4tf' the So;
viet Union: they have so many problems of their own. the last thing they.
want is testart a war

12. lithere is it nuclear war, it will probably be sttirted by ace(dent

0.

.

0 We are far ahead of the Soviet Unioi) in overall military
,

strength``
.
(::11 WW are slightly ahead
.

4-

1

D. We are abott i even

-

.

.,

,

,E) We are slihtly behind
,,
CI We ate far behind the Soviet Union,in over* niil nary strength
0 Not stare /Don't knew
"kt; '
.

1

r.t.!... ,

4

13. The best way'io avoid a nuclear war

is to be fully ready to fight one
14, Our best hope for reclueins the threat
of nuclear war is to take small "step5,
not big ones, and to keep' on nego-

Hating withoufletting down oar

uard

.

1

.

,
Not
Agree Ma rce Sure

Whether you feel that you have a Our understanding of`the issue
or not. would you Nay you favor or oppose each of the following,

1

1S. Our best hope for trteintc ourselves
from the threat of nuclear war is to
develop pscr, ttchnologics such ns,

or (to you feel you just d-onlknow-nugh todeet& lit this (Mid:
'Not
Favor Oppose- Sure
Buildiikthe %I X missile
Do you
'favor or oppose -the U.S. plowing

.

lasers in outer space before the RUN-

silW (10
.

.

.

the MX .missile, or
you feel that
jiist don't 4oloW enough to qe-

16. Because col satellites and other so,

phistictitedequipMent, wt really.do
not need on-site inspectio,il
what the Russians are dolt%

learn

t

Fide at -this time?

, C.]

.

'8. Putting Pershingmissilos in Europe
do you favor or OMX/NC.putting
Pershing missiles into Europe, or do

17. It is itie,vitable thatisome\vhere down
the road, we and the communists will
end up going to war.

you feel that ytejust poo know
enough to decide at this time?

18.

Nuclear weapons are so complex,
citizens cannot realistically contrib-

.

.29. rutting chaise missiles in 'Europe
favoroppose, or just dou'rkuow al

ute to policy discussions and the
whole area should be left to the Prose
nident'and the experts

0-

this time?
l

C7

weapons in outer space
oppose, or 110 you ceel that. you just
d(M't knoW enough to decide at this
time? ,

in thsworld many times over is
"

20. The Soviet Union is like mat other
countriessiin die world
not much
better snit not much worse.

V

0

U

Thes. last few question: are for statistical pprposcs only:
,

n.

31. Which of these age groups are you in?

.21. It's hard to Imagine the awesome responsibility of the President
of The United limes but if you had his authority ttYprotcet the

0 Under 18

emmti'y aril promote the atiomal security, which of the following options would you Wm? (check onc1

A. Build urkour nu
forces to niakc spy that our missiles and nuclear apability are-the best in the world
B. Tr}, to balance,but ralt surfts the Soviet Union in terms''
of nuclear weapons so as to promote Stability'-and not
frighten each other
sNegotiate an immediate halt to the development and
deployment of nuclear weapons, NO that hoth sides will
take no further steps
0 D. Nave the U.S. take steps on its own to reduce it% number
'of nuclear missiles; no matter -what the Soviet Union
may do.

- 32. What is the last gide of school you (tompleted?
1

8th grade or less
to :1 years of high school
High school graduate
Some college
Ilege grad. or more

33. Are you registere as a Democrat. Republican, tin Independent,
or are you not re 'stored to vote?
Other
Not registered to vote

Democrat
Republican
Indcpstident

J. Not sure
22. Which would you recast favor?

45 to 64
65 and Over

18 to 29
30 to 44

4

.

-M. What was your total (Limn

4ist .0

A

0

11C0111C. f(./i 1982?

0 sUtuler $1Q,00d.

U0,000 lo $40,(XX)
$40,000 to 550,0(()
Over $50,000

0 $1030()) to $20,000
There's been a debate surroundik each of the weapoiVustents
listed below. Igo you haye a clear understanding...W(1ml' undei-standing, or no reidunderstanding of theodebate about: ( check the
appropriate box Sor each)

$2(),(xx) to $30,000

Clear General real

2

23.. The M1C missile

0

Not
Sine

Ye. S R"

NO,

36. fit; you Itle,or Tomtit?

finale

17,1

.

24. PershinpnisSilos in Europe

ii

t

.1' 35. Do von have children below tile age of 18?.
.44

Na

.,

,

30. Trying to Kidd anti-missile" laser

19. The very idea of having enough nuclear wcaixpis so blow 1p everyone
insane

0

,

37. What is your; ip code-,.±---, 1.

t

38. WhicOilAlly, of'the following bPA .activities did you partic25. Cmise Missiles in Europe

26. Anti-missilelaser weapons
weapons in
otHer siva

k

,tpate into

_

t,
Read the b(loklet
Attended a forum .

J

Read thg,di*etissiou gbidc
None orthe above
)./

I

O
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THE DOMESTIC POLICY ASSOCIATION
11 tie Domestic.` Policy Association is a nonprofit, nonpartisan
association devoted to raising the level of public awareness and

discussion bout important publici.ssum -It consists of a nationwide net irk of institutions -- colleges and universities,
' libraries, ser ice clubs, membership groups and civic organizations
Atk,

that bring citizens- together. to discuss public issues.

The DPA represents their joineffort to enhance what they already do by working with a common schedule and common
Materials. In addition to convening meetings each fall in hundreds

C

of 'communities in very region of the country,. the DPA also
convenes meetings at.which it brings citizens, and national leaders together to discuss these issues,- and the outcome of com-

munity forums,
jach year, participating institutions select the topes that
will e discussed in the Issue Forums. On behalf oilkhe Domestic; Policy Association, the Katlic Agenda Eitindation, a
nonprofit, nonpartisan research and eduentionorgSnization that
'devises and tests new means of taking national issues to the
public prepares issue books and discussion guides for use in
these forums,. The Domestic Policy Association welcomes
questions about theprog,'60, and invites inilividuals and or-

4'

ganizations interested in joining this now* to write to: The
Domestic Policy As.sociation, 5335 Far HillsAvenue. Dayton,
Ohio 45429.
-9

Copyright 0 1983, Domestic Policy Association
Library orCongr,ess Catalog Card Number 83-72826,
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1 LEARNING TO. LIVE WITH ,NALAR:WEAPONS
4
-11-, "What can be done to decrease thegtk of nuclear war without jeopardizing the
neion's securitY?"
,

Id

-.,..

ARMS.CONTRQL; _KEEPING THINGS STAKE THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS

"The best Way to reduce the risk of nuclear confrontation isr.t9 keep the
negotiation' ocess going, to prevent anything that is destabilizing and
to seek areas ofagreement.as a way of eventually reducing arms:'
4

PEACE THROUGH ST ENGTHAF YOU WANT PEACE,- PREPARE FOR WAR_,

19

"Military weakness 1 ads td-War. Faced with the Soviet threat, the onl, way to
assure the peace is to n aintain enough military (night to deter attack
and to prevent intimid tion."
A FREEZING THE RIO GAWOOUGH IS ENOUGH
25
"To continue the arms race is unnecessary, unaffordable, and dangerous. Our
'best hope is to stop the arms. race now by agreeing to a bilateral freeze
on the production ankleploymetit of nuclear weapons."
UNILATERAL REDUCTIONS; IF

iOUltelePEACE, PREPARE FOR PEACE_

31

"The biggest threat to pe ce and security is nuclear weapons themselves.
Because there are no circt stances in which their use could be
,
*titled, we should get rid ,f them and rely on conventional
.
weapons for our defense. "

\

Sr

,

COMPLEXASSOES HARD-CHOICES

"Many people prefer not to think about how to maintain peace and security at a
time of. tinparalleled-danger. Bin questions of_ch is magnitude Can't be
left to the experts. And neither slogans.nor feYr area substitute for

'prudent judgment."
FOR FURTHER READING

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
a

MATERIALS ORDER FORM

41
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Consider what is expected of the President in his twin roles as
chief executive and CoMmiintier-vin.-Chief. flis primary duty is
to protect the nation's security., That rneans..protecting The
Ameiican people, its institutions, and its territory from foreign
aggression .lt means protecting U.S, esOnomic interests. It means_

deterring other nations from threatening our vital interests, as
Well as those of' our allies and friends. It means maintaining,
in conjunction Oh rr allies, the Military capability naess#ry
to check the-military expansion' of any other country, such as
the Soviet Union, particularly where it thre!atclisi the interests'
of the United States. The President has the ultimate responsibility
for seeing that the notion's defense 'capabilities are. adequate to

the task, and deciding how and when they will be used.
Since the cry nuclear-weapons *gun 38 years ago when
Bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
causing,
in the words of Pope Paul VI, "butchery of untold magnitude"
that has become an awesome and fateful responsibility. The
image of what Hiroshima looked like within a matter of seconds

LEARNING
NING TO LIVE
WRIII NUCLEAR
WEAPONS

after the bomb- hit

reduced to nibble

a flattened, devastated plain,qi city instantly
and the image of the mushroom cloud that

hovered above are fixed in our mindva constant reminder of
the new era we have entered.
Warfare itself is as old as human history, and disarmament
as a means recommended for avpiding it goes back at least as
far as Biblical times. But with the detonatiott of de first nuclear
`;bombs 38 years ago, the nature of war itself changedi 13.y vastly
increasing the devastation that war causes, these new weapons

1.

What can be done to
degrease the risk of

nuclear war without
jeopardizing the

nation's security?, I)

p

opened the era of war thal is unwinnable ,or, if "-winnable,"
.

still likely to leave a world not fit for either victor or vanquished.

They raise the awful prospect of sudden and wholesale
deStriiction of human life, uima.ginable suffering, and
irretrievable damage to the environment.
Most people who comprehend thedevastation that would
probably result if these weapons were ever used, agree that, if
we could, we should surly "ban the bomb." abolish it forever.
But we.-cannot step ba4wards. We cannot 03kt-elite whall.we

have created or:ail-earn- what we'know. So 'we have the
responsibility of learning to live with these weapons, or learning
how to defend ourselves withbtft them,

The very existence-of nucleartveti'pons iposes some truly
difficult choices not just for the nation's leaders, but for the rest
tonus as well, whZse (ate the President holds in hiS. hands,
Thinking about these weapons and the dilemmas they pose, we
confront the central paradox of the-nuclear era: ArZt build these
weapOns for our protection, so that the President can carry out
his responsibility to defend the nation's security. But as the arms
race continues, and both the number and the sophistication of
nude& arms-increases, simply having those arms may -pose an'
increasing threat to our security.

And so %V come to the basic questions: How should we
think about nuclear twins and their proper place in our Itional

t

,

11

t.

secnritf effOrts? What Alm be done to decrease the risk of nuclear

devastation without jeopardizing the nation's'security?

A GROWING PUBLIC CONCERN
A ,generation of Americans grew up in' the 1950s and 1960s
with' the image of that mushroom cloud in the back of their
Yit for the most part, people put the potential horror of
nuclear war out of mind. As nuclear weapons systems grew in
number and in sophistication, there was relatively little public
protest, The debate over. waging war and peke in the nuclear'
erg. was-Mainly restricted tsi those few
ti small group of
scientists, military men, defense contractors rind foreign policy
who had mastered the specialized vocabulary of the
/flew 'weapons systems:
For the better part of a generation, moAt people who were
concerned about nuclear weapons and, nuclear war didn't speak
out 'about it, partly out of a natural aversion to' the prospect of

.

,the'devastation it would cause. As John 'Mack, a professor of
psychiatry at HarVard put it, people tended to avoid the subject
in ordinary conversation 'because "it isn't easy 'to talk about the
fact that you don't think your kids are going to grow up becausi
-0.r

nuclear wail".

"It is right, that each
succeeding generation
should question anew
the manner.in which its
leaders exercise suOk.
awesome
responsibilities. It is
right that each new
Administration should
have to confront the
awful dilemmas posed
by' the possession of

nuclear weapons. It is
right that our quclear
strategy should be
exposed to continuous
examination."

AlextihderHaig

.1

Over the NS( two years, hQwever, manypcople have begun

GLOSSARY

to take. aniunflinching look at what. nuclear war would mean
They now comprehend with chilling clarity how a nuclear attack

Balliitic Missile; A missileclassiited by range, which is

would affect their frilies, their communities,and the ability

propelled 10 a rocket, The vickees`thrust determines,,'
the missile's course and point of impact. Such missiles'

of the environment to sustain latman life. Both here and abroad,
the public is Undeniably concerned 'about:the-risk ptied by the

cannot ctirfnge course in mids...flight,..

development and deployment of nuclear arms, and at the peril

created by an international arsenal of some 50,000 nuclear.

Cruise Missile: Small, unmanned airplanes carrying
either nuclear or non-nuclear warheads. They clip be .launched from the air, ground or §ea and can be guided
all the way to their target. -

States and the Soviet Union have escalated.

A massive anti-nuclear tlemonstration that took place in
New York's Central Park in June, 1982, was the most visible
symbol
e ptiblie :s new concern.. The point of the nationwide
outpo
g of protest ,hat led up to that demon'strati4 was to
"send
leaders a message," to !flake it clear that many people
,,are no 'longer content to assume that the President
and a
small group df military and foreign4rlicy experts
knows
b&t about issues of nuclear arms and national. security.
The meaning 'of that demonstration in Central Park, and

First-Strike: The first 'offensive move (attack) in a
nuclear war.

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM): A landbased ballistic-missile capable.of delivering one or more
nuclear warheads at a distance of 3,000 miles pr more.

Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM): A
ballistic missile with a range of 1100 to 3,000 miles.

the significance of so many public meetings that have taken
placein the months since then was suatmarited earlier this year
when 262 Roman Catholic bishops thecin Chicago Lo address
the issue of nucleararms.
meaninglA this moment," said

Ki loipn: A measure of the yield °fit) nuclear weapon,
.eq!Olent to 1,000 tolls of TNT. The Hiroshima bomb
had a yield of approximately 14 kilotons:

the leader of that group, Joseph 6rdinal Bernardin, is not
about weapons systems, megatonnage or Complicated treaties.
It resides in the vivid awareness people have of the danger of

Launch -on- Warning: The launch of missiles after one
side receives a warning that enemy milsilesare on the
way, but before there has been any nu fear detonation.

.our times and the public deterniination that governments be
challenged to take deciskte stepS against the nuclear threat."
The isue, of nuclear arms and 'national securitybas become
a Oublic concern, and the realiptiestion now is wbether, we as
individual citizeps can come to terms with it, ifs all its complexity.

Missile-Expeiimental (MX): An advanced U.S. ICBM,
still in the developinetit stages desigAed to carry ten
'warheads, each of which has a 335 kiloton yield.

We don't need to become military experts or diplOmats,
sophisticated in foreign policy. But we need to look at our

.Second- Strike: A follow-up or retaliatory attack.
.Describes the capacity to inflict damage even after
suffering a nuclear attack.

nation's policies about nuclear weapons because they raise so
many questions about 4ho :we are. Thest are moral qhstions
that reflect our values; fiscal questions that reflect the way we
distribute our resinirees and political questions that reflect the
way we participate in the decision - snaking process of democracy.

Submarine - Launched Ballistic Missile (SLIM): A
ballistic Missile launched from a submarine.

weapons. That concern has grown as tensions between the United

y

Strategic Weapon: A long-range weapon desigded to
destroy tmets in an adversary's country,

A MOST CONFUSING ISSUE

Triad: The term used to refer to the 3 "legs" ttl.S.
strategic forcesthe land-based ICBM, the ea4 ased

For all the attention that haS been deviated over the past two,
years to the issue of nuclear ms, this remains for Many people

SLBM,!and the long-range (strategic) bomber.
Warheu7d: The part of the missile that explodes artdi
causes Image to the target,

.9

I

*a most confusing issue. Considering the diffieuitieS of
t1

comprehending the issue and under! pding what our options
are in. providing for the national security in an era of nuclear
weapons, that confusion is understandable. For one thing, so

Yield: The destructive power of.a nuclear explosion

much of What is written apd said about nuclear weapons seems

expressed in tonnageOTNI,

hopelessly technical. There are discussions of, "counterforce
capability" and "megatonnage." Niany people feel that they
have to learn the specifications of the 13.11 bomber or the design

of MX missile "dense packs" before-entering the.debate,
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In Brussels, as elsewhere
in Europe, many oppose the plannep d
ployment of the
Pershing and the
ground-launched cruise

.0

It is difficult too because there arc so many conflicting
assessments, so manyTontradictory proposals. What sense does
'it make; after all., 'for members of the .U.S. Senate first to approve

arms control measures. then to vote futids for the -k1X missile,
which will be the most powerful )veapon,in the nation's arsenal?
Some people sal that the chief threat to the nation's security
lies in the inadequacy of our weapons. while others say that the

that the best. way of preventing war is to prepafe for it and be
Op equipped than our opponents.
"Another reason why this is such a difficult issue to address
K quite simply, that most of us would prefer not to ponder the

possibility of our own destruction. What is required of us, if
we are to address the issue of nuclear arms, is extraordinarily,
aifticult: In the words of psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton, what

is in bur perceptions of the SoViet leaders and their

we must do is "to imagine a nuclear holodaust, while not allowing

intentions. Some people have become increasingly concerned
that we have too few nuclear weapons, at the same time that
others are concluding that we simply have too many of them.
Believing that an arms build-up would neither provide._more
security nor improve the climate for successful arms negotiations,
many, people have some to support a l..S.-Soviet freeze on
nuclear weapons. Others
and a good many. experienced and
well-informed people are among.them:t'are unhappy with the
". frieze" proposal
d regard it as litfie more than a huniper
'sticket. slogan. Their int is thin national security in a dangerous

ourselves to be paralyzed with 'fear."
There is a final reason why this is so difficult an issue to
face, As the deliberations of the Roman Catholic bishops earlier
this year demonstrated, the question of how to provide for the
'national security in
age of nuclear arms poses the most
itroubling moral issues. At the heart of the Christian tradition
is the abhorrence of violence of all kinds and the commandment
not
to hold life sacred. At the heart of the deterrence
theory which has guided American policy for several decades.;
hoCveVer, is the assumption that
under certain circumstances
we must be ready to use weations which may kill hundreds
of millions of people, and be prepared to use. them beicire, any

world is no simple matter, and .that, it would be foolish and
dangerous to underestimate the.Soviet threat. They argue that
the most prudent 'course is to take quite a different course, to
`tarries to.disarni:'!: to accept the premise of nuclear deterrence,

.

"SitlilltIT attacks have hit Us.

In their draft letter, the bishops concluded that this,country

.

'7
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must'never annihilate cities -- not even in retaliation for attack
od AmtriCan cities. Then later, reconsidering Ant it .Wotild
tteeted the prin.ciple of 'deterrence
we
took a position of unilateral disarmainek-= dry changed they
'n'iinds, and agreed that the e-principle of deterrelace. miklit be
fraelity

tolerated for, a while, if serious efforts were. being magic
oneanwhile to reduce and finally to eliminate: nuclear Weapons.,

Considering the complexity of the)issite, and the troubling
it is no wonder that so nun), Veople,,Vve
tquestions it raises,
.
'preferred Until teceetly not to think4ibout it, to leave it to the
experts.

But what the Roman Catholic bishops did earlier this year
is What many Americans feel. they must do:. think the issue
through, even if that requires grappling wify its- complexity,
facing the difficult moral choices it poses, and balancing various
goals and values, among them the need to protect the nation's
security.

FOUR:APPROACHES TO THE NUCLEAR ISSUE

What is It, exactly., that we need to think about if we are to
N.

,

liderstand differing perspectives on nuClear arms and Anti(
security3,Xiere is, after all, a wide range of related iss
about iirrW. control proposals, weapons, and doctrine.
were to asset-Ole A, panel of experts ou any of these issuaf
ask them whit sholildtg done,' you would hear widely varying
judgments about such questions as "How much isenough?"
and "Is it important to have-the biggest and bestuclear arsenal?"
There are real differences about such basic matters as what the
chief threat to our national. security is, what the intentions of
the Soviet leaders are, and what is the most sensible approach

to minimize the likelihood of nuclear confrontation while
protecting our national interests. And more and more thoughtful

t.

"The issue of nuclear
arms and national
security has become a
public concern. The
real, question now is
whether we as
individual citizens can
come to terms with it in
all its complexity."

-

people assume that the greatest danger lies not with the Soviets

but with other far Is responsible nations -who have nuel&ir._
WeapOns almost with n their grasp,
1.
-,*.
'''.--...-Qurpiir.p.ose al this issue kook is to 'provide aframework
for disctissing,ak bftsic quesiions raised by nuclear arms---- by: '
4.xamlnirig. fourd!f!.etxPi positions, Plyt!ring the ilgutplion.s....._....
*a

.

of the Reople who take each 'of these positions, as well as the concerns of Ibetcritits. First, we are-going to look at the view
that the wisest path-is to pursue the. objective of keeping the
toalaiicb between -:our military strength and that of the Soviets
- through -negotiated arms agreeme4ts. Nat, Nle will exAviiie the conviction that the best way to axoid war is to be prepared
to tight and-win
the "peace through strength" position. A

-

third position is distinCtly different: that a bilateral freeikon
'nuclear weapons is the best course of action.- And the fourth*
-nt of view that we shall consider argues-that since-there are,
no circuthsnces in which the use of nuecRiA weapons Could
be justified we should get rid of themunilaterally,' if necessary
and de nd upon conventional weapons for our delenir.

.

Proponents of-these four positions have very different'
perspeetives ()tithe question of what weapons this nation needs,
and what the conseqnences would be of choosing not to develop
them. After we have considered the tradeoffs each entails and

thought its implications through, we may find ourselves not
quite in agreement with any of them. But bteause these arelall
arguable points c4fview and lead us to quite different natital
strategies, we shall illustrate the differences between them by
asking how their proponents think about one or two of the specific
weapons in this untry- s.nuclear arsenal.
In any yea'., many di rent strategic decisions have to be

7

taken about our national deiens . Just now, for example; three
decisions are being made4tbout.what needs to b done to bolster
thtakation's., nuclear forces. In December, there are plans to
deploy. two kinds of Americarrwelpons in Europe
Pershing
H missiles, and land-based cruise missilesto strengthen NATO
defenses. There has also been- a great deal of discussion and
congressional debate about the development and deploylicril
by the late 1980s of a new intercontinental missile, the MX (for
"missile experimental" j, wkich has more warheads and is more
accurate than any Other ibtercontinental missile in our. arsenal . `.
And since March, 1983, when President eagan suggested the
development of space-based weaponry °signed to "intercept

and destroy" incoming enemy missiles, there has been
widespread diseussion too about the next generation of the arms
race.-SO let us

first quickly.make suat we understand what

is at issue with regard to the MX missile, ihe deployment of
Pershing 11 and cruiNhissiles

in Europe, and the development
of outer space weapon b,; then, in the following sections, we
will ask hOw each/of our four points of view seeSthese various
weapons. Again, none of us need come to any conclusions about
the use of these weapons, but referring. to, them will .help vs
understand what is entailed in the positions we take.
.

.

...

J
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--0101 AHEAD IN THE ARMS RACE ?:
A

,

SOon.after he came to office in 1981-, President goagan
4.040 that the Soviet Union has a "margin of superiority"

t

over-the United States in nuclear striking power. That
rernarkpipvoked a good deal of debate over the comparative
strength of the two nation's armed .forces. Because the
nuclaar forces of the United Stateslud th.Soviet Union are
quite different, the answer to the question of who is ahead in
- the arms race depends upon how you keep score.
If you were to answer that question by counting the
nuclear warheads possessed by each side, it wouldbe adr w,
for the United States and the soviet Union have rough!.
equal numbers of warheads (9,000 vs. 8,500).lf yo vere to
judge by comparing the explosivepower of the two atiofis'
nuclear Weapons, the Soilets come out as the clear der,
with an explosive power of somek;000 megatons (o e
megaton equals-1 million tons of TNT), witiO is abo twice
whatAmericati forces contain..In some other areas that a
important, such as the accuracy of.Weapons systems, it is
simply not.possible to make a meaningful comparison
because of the uncertain results of weapon tests.
The respect in which the nuclear, arsenals of theljnited
States tind,the Soviet Union differAhe most is delivery
_sysems. Both nations have-the capability of delivering
nuclear'weapons by three different means: land)based
misSileS, which areconsidered more accurate and most
vulnerable; submafiie-launched missiles which, while less
.accurate are also less vulnerable; and bombers, which are
highly accurate but take a long time to get to their targets.
The best estimate is that the Soviets haveabout threefourths cif their nuclear warheadS on land-based missiles;
about 20 percent of them M submarines; and leSS-than five
"Lt
perctfit in bombers.
In contrast, it has been U.S. defense policy for the past
two decades to maintain a balanced "triad" of nuclearfosee.s
consisting of missiles housed in silos on the land, submarine\
based missiles, and strategic bombers. The reason for
maintaining thig triple threat is to ensure that some will
always survive in Any attackand so deter any enemy
attiick: even if two of the legs of that triad are knocked out,
the'remaining delivery system will be able'to deliver a
: '
devastating blow. Thus, fbr example, if the Soviets :iinproved the accuracy and power of their forces to the point
where they could knockout U,S. silo-based 'missiles,
disabling oneleg of the triad, the .S. would still be able to
Ste its submarine-latinched missi s many of which are on
patrol at any moment and thus invulnerable to attack- --=and
its bombers, which could meal* from their airstrips in z1
,
of alert.

Cruise missiles such as this one are scheduled
for deployment in yrope beginning in December, 1983.
- The current situation, then; is that the Soviets are
ttOriorto-the United States in land -based missiles. Until the
MX missile is available, their land-based missiles carry
more nuclear warheads with greater explosive power than
ours. On the other two legs of the triad, however, American
forces are superior. American long-range boil-thus, while
aging, are superior to an equally aged Sbviet force. Many. of
our bombers could probably get through to their targets even
though Russian anti-aircraft defenses are considered better
than our own..

The clearest are of American superiority is our
submarine-launcheti missiles. AmericAsubmarines arc
much quieter, and therefore harder to locate and destroy,
than their Soviet counterparts; and our antisubmarine
warfare capability is far better than tbeirs. In other Words, at
least for the time being we have a relatively invulnerable
retaliatory force at sea, and they don't. Each one of the 32
American Poseidon submarines carries sixteen missiles, and
each of those.missiles carries ten warheads, This means that
there are 160 nuclear warheads on each submarine, which is
ifripressive. It is all the more impressive when you consider
that each of these 160 warheads has ti destructive capacity of
50,000 tons of TNTalmost fdur times the size of the bomb
dropped on HiroshiMa.
In summary, while the Soviets have an advantage in
land-based intercontinental missiles, American forces are
superior in the area of submarine-launched 'weapons, and a
cruise missile program that is further along, As President
Carter's National Security Advisorbigniew Brzezinski,
recently assessed the situation: `:The strategic balance Ntween the U.S. and the Soviet Union is one of ambiguous
Somerespects we are ahead and somerespects they'are."

4 .6
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THE MAX: STRENGTHENING
FORCES

LAND-BASED

The' MX wos proposed,several years a o in responselo a very
large, accurate, long-range Sovi'
ssile called the SS-18,'
which is capable of carrying up to ten nudiea warheads all the
way to the U,S, The concern is that since the Soviets already,
have more than 300 of these, some of them might be used in a
cd
deVastating strike ai knock Out Our land-based iniAles and those
we hove. mounted on submarines

would lave us with some 2500 11.11C

in'ilort. That
warheads,-mainly in

happen to 1.

submarines at sea. Hut since few of those. subin "ne-launched
missiles have the necessary accuracy and fore. to (lest,
Soviet
missiles in their heavily reinforced "silos," the resident could
be left only with the choice pf launching, an antic on Russian
cities thus inviting counterattack --- or doing man . Given

such a forbidding choice, the Presidem migrit choose to do
nothing,, and to submit to Moscow's demands. That is he
"windo of vulnerability" that President Reagan -voiced COliCel
C MX is regarded as a means of closing that -window,"

by incret sing cAii- &terrain ability.
The MX is a large missile some 71 feet long and almost
eight feet wide, weighing ninety-six tons, designed Loony ton
warheads that can each be aimed at a different target. It has
three characteristics which, jn combination, make it a formidable
weapon: It is a long-range, or intercontinental missile, that can

be launched at a great distancelrom its target. It is-both fastand accurate

so accurate that more than half of the warheads

aimed at a particular target will fall within a radius of ninety
yards of that target. And it has great destructive power: Each
warhead has a destructive power equal to 335 kilotons of TNT_

whkh is more than 25 times tht destructive power of thebomb dipped on Hi roshitha

A Petshing It missile

REINFORCING THE NUCLEAR UMBRELLA IN
EUROPE

The MX is not .the only coat.,; crsial weapons system. Hiller
debate- and public protest have been provoked' by the plan to
base somewhat smaller American missiles
the Pershing ,H
and groUnd-launched cruise missile
in NATO nations .14p
this year.,( 1977, when concern first arose in Western Europe
about the th eat posed by the Soviet SS -20s, the European
membek of the North AtlantiCTreaty Organization accepted
an American promise to install .additional nuclear missiles in
tht e countries to reinforce the nuclear "umbrella" that has

1

been an important part of NATO defenses, lb reassure Western
Europe about the Amertcan commitment to our common defense,
what was propOsed and agreel to was the installation of some
572 additional nuclear warheads in Europe, aiml at the Soviet
Union.
'
Those warheads are- to be launched by, two kinds of missiles,-.

December I 983., the first of an eventual 108. grounikaunche9
.

rci,11
.

AO

4

Pershing II missiles is scheduled for installation in Weil
_Gettnany. ThePorshing It does. -not- have_thOlnercontinental
range of the MX, and it carries, just a ..sTrigle, warliead whose

yield is 250 kilotons, or twenty times as, poWerful

the;

Hiroshima bomb. But it has the advantage of being more accurate

,

than the -Mktnissile, and -thus: nure NeleCtiVe in tht datillige
`is capable of inflicting,
,Its advocates regard the Pershing II missile as an important
adviince'in weaponry because,of its ability to destroy hardened

Sovu commaM bunkers or missile silos. Critics ale concerned
that its ability to drop ti 250 kiloton warhead within 80 Feet of
it target some 1Q00 miles away just ten minutes after firing iS
sure to alarm the Soviets.
The other mik,s,ile scheduled for deployment over the coming,
months in NATO nations i'§ the ground-launched cruise missile:
This is essentially a sophisticated version of the V-2 rocket used

by Germany in World War II. It is a pilotless aircraft whose
range (about 1500 miles) is similinv to that of the Pershing II
missile, but whose speed (about 450 mph) is far less. It has two
chief advantages: First, its -contputer-controlled guidance system
allows it to hug the ground along its flight, thus eluding enemy

with some pl the other, More explicitly military uses vf outer
pace --- including armed space tittitiVOS:WettpOON
and space-based laser and particle beam weapons that CAin shoot

Clown satellites,

A

Spendin4 on such Projects n military applications of lasers
and particle begins has been increaging Mote rapidly,
.111-e

rest of the Defer Dcpartment's,budgct. The issue is whc4her
this hati&O-defer;so 0-con-should move quickly in that direction
forythe same reason that we developed the atom bomb
Dec able to do so, and perhaps should do it yore our enemies.
do.

On this matter; as wjtb the question of whether we should
go ahead with the MX and the Pershing II and cruise missiles'.,
opinion is deeply di ide.a. Critics of the President's plan contend
that behindihe apoi ntly Simple idea of developing space-aged
missile defenses
swarm of complexities. Questions have

been raised both about the huge cost and the feasibility of a
plan to build space-based lasers to intercept en my missiles.
The most basic concern is 'that, fa front producing lasting
stability, such space initiatives might trigger a now era of the
arms race in space.

radar, and allowing tor,great accuracy. Its second advantage is.

Questions about whethe new missiles will enhance our

simply that it is relatively cheap to produce, which makes is
suitable fonds ployment in.large numbers, oh ideal weapon if

security or detract from it and whether it makes sense to continue
to,modernfze our nuclear arsenal and to pursue the arms race

your goal is to create a force which the, govie s cannot expect
to destroy .with a few well-placed missiles.

into space,. reveal the real' 4ifferenees among the partisans of
each of the four positions on nuclear defenselhaf w6 will describe
basic differences about what Should be done to enhance the
nation's security and to decrease the risk of nuclear war. We
will examine the assumptions and concerns of each of these

"STAR WARS"

TAKING THE ARMS RACE INTO

SPACE

four positions in order to g n a better understanding Of how

The basic question about the MX and the Pershing, U and cruise
tussilcs is_ whether they add stgnificantly to the ex istint" triad"

of 'American nnelear forces

people are thinking about

c most important issue of oar

its arsenal of land - based,

submarine-based,and bomber-carried weapons. When President

Reagan, in a televised address this past March, proposed a
major,knitiative to develop space-age weaponry, he raised some
basic questions about the next generation of the arms race, and
What might be used to protect the national security in the.1990s..

and the early decades of the next century. The systent
described would consist of an ami-missile -"umbrella." To the
President, a foolproof syStem for shooting down nuclear weapOns:

is nothing less than
century.'

new hope for our children in the 21st

' In one sense, his interest in the defense potential of effortsin space was nothing new. Ever since 1957, when the Soviets
latmehed.their Sputnik, space haS been a realm of military activity
but of the passive kind..A substantial portion cif what is spent

for the nation's defense alre400,0iMto 'space effOrts. Both
the Soviet Unidn and the United States: use satellites for such
purposes as early warning against attticki intelligence gathering
and tong- Z3e corlinuMietitions.. The, qiiestion the President
raised wa how quickly, and to ,what extent} We 'Mould psoe 'eed

,

"Proponents of these'
four positions have very
different perspectives
on the qutstion of what
weapons this nation
needs, and what the
consequences would be
of choosing not to
develop them.'?

v,
a

r

..o

In ,October, 1962, the Soviets attempted to install missiles in
Cuba, just ninety miles from the1lorida coast. Very concerned'
by the threat they posed, President Kennedy demanded that they
be remo,yed. For a week, the two superpowers were on the very

brink of war over that issue. Fortunately, Soviet. lenders decided
not to call Kennedy's bluff, and the missiles Were rt.s,mov0.144---

The Cuban missile, crisis was resolved without hostilities.

But it proved that nuclear war was not just a hypbthctical

possibility. The ''unthinkable" might. actually happen.
Profoundly impressed by the danger that had been so narrowly
skirted, tenders cif both 'nations started to think more seriously
about how such a situation could be avoided in the future. As
President Kennedy put it a few:mOnthslater, "Today, should

total war ever break out,' no matter how, our two .cps ntries
'would become the primary targets. All we have builtv
we
hale,worked for, walld be destroyed in the first twenty-four
'hours." For all the differences between the Soviet<nion and

ARMS CONTROL:
KEEPING THINGS

.

STABLE ENOUGH

the Uniteil States, as President Kennedy pointed out, the desire
to avoid future confrontations and their potentially devastating
consequences is something the twO nations share. He indicated

NE GOTIATIONS

a desire to move away from what was called the -cold war"
''

to a more cooperative relationship, and to take steps to minimize

the risk of
future confrontations.
.
Not long after the missile crisis, a "hot line" was installed
.

.

between Moscow and WashiAgton to prevent misundastandings
in times of emergency. About a year hug, .a Limited Test Ban

# # The best warto reduce

4.

as, .

the risk of nuclear
confrontation is tt4 keep
the negotiation. ?Ness
going, 'to preyen
anything that is
destabilizing and to
seek areas gf agreement
as a wayoieventually

reducing anus?,

Treaty was agreed to which slowed down the arms race by
Prohibiting the testing of nuclear weapons except for undergroiind ,
tests.

'NE ARMS
ARMS CONTRO PERSPECTIVE

The "ho. fine"

the Limited Test Ban agreement marked a
new 'approach tonatiOnal security, the "arms control" approach.

The tnissile\criSis provides aclear example of what arms
controllers are most concerned about preventing. in the twenty
years that have passed since then; armstiegotiatiOns have helped

to pull the superpowers back from- the brink.
This approaCh rests on the conviction thatpoth nations are
.

better off if they can continue talking to each other. The argument
goes like this: the Soviets are realists; they will take 'advantage

of weakness, but they also, realize that coexistence is in their
interest, too, Nuclear weapons are a fact of, life. We cad( wish
them away or simply eliminate them from our plans. I f.we did,
someaggressive power Might use its 'nuclearforces to destroy
or dominate' uS. StOve are sttick with nuclear weapons, 'The
best we can do is td try to control them in order to reduce. the
risk of -nuclear war, to decrease its dewuctiveneSs ,Should it
occur; and to lessen the cost of national defen'se. Our best hope

for Minimizing the risk of nuclear confrontation without
jeopardizing-the national' secUrity is to patiently search otit areas

of agreement wt h the Soviets in order to keep a balance Ketween
us.

0

isle HUMAN RACE

is Whitt advocates Of 1 is view seek to maintain:
goo

And ,t4y argti that only a stable balance of nuclear power is
likely eventually to Make possible any nuclear artti rie. duation.
,,As 'the propOnents of this view -admit, there Itre certain
Pntetital;otsteles to negotiated agreements on !inns reductions:
The question of how tlreements etin be yerified, for,example,
has been art impediment in almost every round of,negotiations.
When [lotions sign a treaty, they naturally wait some guarantee
that the other Side is going to live up to kpart of the ba(gain. .
Given the high,lovel of mutual suspicion. reliabl verification
is a serious problem when on-site inspection is nece. try.' But,
by the early I gaps, both the United States and the Soviet Uni0
were using reconnaissance satellites. Because of technologiCalz,
devetopments in satellite photography, infrared, radar, and other,
means ofsletection, it became possible to, identify missile silos,

....

,pr

4

t.

hoiithers on the ground and submarines import from some

distance, and thus, to detect missile launchings almost
,
inunediately.
,
.
Most American Officials who have been involved in arms
negotiations over the past decade have expressed confidence in
the ability of our satelliteS. radar,
listening posts to detect
.

4

1

violotio before they pl*e us at a significant disadvantage.
The
all size and mobility of some Of the new weapons
such as-the cruise missiles' launched at sea or (iron) the ground
will, however., create new verification problems. If. they' are
not banned completely; 0)4 will be diffieult to verify by satellite.

,

1

WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED?
Critics of XS way of lookiing'tit the problems of a nuclear world'
point out that twenty years of negotiations haVe produced only.
meaget results; and .certainly no significant reductions in arms.
But the arms negoiators 'point to a series of accomplishments.
The"40t 14k", agreement reached soon after the Cuban missile
crisis witi.not only a step toward avoiding war by miscalculation;

it was the b4inning of a pnkess of tOminunication betw'een
the-two chief nuclear adversaries which has weathered some
very difficulttimes.
If negotiations .have not held back the amis racei at least
certain areas and technologies have been -"fenced off" from
.

rT

etimpention, Treaties passed in 11959 and 1971, for example,

prohibited the.military use of Antarctica, and the placing ofnuclear weapons on the ocean floor. A 1967 agreement banned
the use Of outer space for military purposes, 0ther treaties htiv
pliteed,,both qualitative and quantitative limits on the weapons
that the So.vietS and the United States can develow The most

itnpressive result came with the. Stitt' tegic Arm'S`Linnitatias
'BOK commonly' referred to as the SALT talks. In 1972, Richard

Nixon and 'Leonid 'BrezhneV Signed SALT I, Which had two
,parti, The first Sqiimits on nuclear forces deSigned for attack.
tol

"If y u have two people
and they have guns
poi d at each other
and the -y can both fire at

the sometime,
somebody has got to
stall doing some
talking.
29 year old father of 4

as

'

t
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ARMS 'CONTROL AGREEMENTS
These are some of the
that have been
reached over the-past t,wct decades by U.S. arms
pcgotiators:
-* The 1963 Partial Test; att Treaty bans nuclear
weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space
andsunder water.
* The 1963 U.S: - Soviet Hot Line Agreeinent
establishes a direct communications.link
between the governments of the United States
and the USSR for use in time of emergency. A
v
1971 agreement further improved the
communications link.
* The 1967 Outer Space Treaty prohibits the
placing of niiclear or other weapons of mass
des4netion artund the earth and also outlaws
the establishment of military bases,
installations and fortifications, the testing of
any type of weapqns, and the conduct of
military maneuvers in outer space, .
* The 1968 Non - Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
prohibits the ,ransfer of nucleatweapons by
nuclear-weapon states and the acquisition of
such weqpons by nonnuclear weapon states.
* The 1971 Sea-Bed Treaty prohibits the
emplacement-of nuclear weapons or other
weapons of mass destruction on the seabed
beyond a twelve-mile zone.
* The 1971 1.1.S,- Soviet NuclearAccidents\-2(
AgreeTent provides for imitOdiate notification
in the event Of an accidental or.unauthorited
incident involving pos4ible detonation of a
nuclear weapon.
* the 1972 Biological IV eapoty Convention
prohibits the development, production, .
stockpiling, or acquisition ofbiologicatagents
:and any weapons clesigked to use such agents.

* The 072 ABM Treaty limited the' eployment of
anti-ballistic missile defenses by the United
States and the USSR to two area -00$1e for the
defense of the national capital, and the other for
the_defense of some ICBMs. A 1974 Protocol

finlher litnited-both partiei to a single area of
deployment.
* The 1972 Interim Offensive Weapons Agreement
froze the aggregate. nupber of U.S. and Soviet
ballistic missile lanncliers for a five-year period.
This agreement expired on October 3, 1977,
This agreement and the' ABM Treaty aresknown
as. AALTI,

* The 1972 Agreement of BasicPrinciples of
Relations' belween the United States (yid the,USSR pnwldes the basis for relation's between
the United Sta4 and the USSR 1301h parties
(agree to do the utmost to avoid military
confrontations and to Orevenithe outbieak of.

nut
.4. Th

rIar.

,
73 Agreement-or the Prevention of
a

,

)t
a"

,,

.

- Nuc r War provides that ,the Untied States
and the&q,,,
SSR will take all actions necessary to
..

preclude the Outbreak-of nuclear war.,,
* The 1974 Threshold Test Lign Treatil.681)
limits t e :size of U:S. and Soviet nuclear
weapons ests to 150 kilotons,:
* The 1975 nference on Security a d
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)cOntains a
provision on confidence-building measures
which provides for notification of-major
military maneuvers in Europe.

* Thci9A.Peacefill Nuclear Explosions "trecty'
(PNEcomplements the 1974 Threshold Test
Ban Treaty by prohibiting any individual
underground nuclear explosion for peaceful
purposes which has a yield of more than 150
kilotons, or any. group explosion with an
aggregate yield exceeding 1,500*kilotons:
* The 1977 Environmental Modlfication
Conttntion prohibits
the hostile use of
, .
techniques which could produce substantial.
environmentatmodificaions.

ON -GOING AliMSCONTROL:
NEGOTIATIONS
* The Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (TART)
These negotiations are the successor talks to
SALT. The subject is long-range strategic nuclear weapons.(ICBMs, SLBMs, and longrange bombes).
.7= * Intermediate Nuclear Force (iNF) These negotiations concern intertiletliate-range nuclear
Weponi such as the Soviet SS-20s and the
U.'4" Pershing Kand cruise missiles.
* Mutual and Balaticed Porce Reduction
(MBFR) These talks inyol 12 members of '
KAT6 and the seven Warsaw Pact members.
Negotiators are ttyng to reduce the number Of
troops in the,Cential European area.

.
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At the current arms
talks in Geneva) negotiators Paul Nitie & Yuri
Kvithinsky shook
hands, and then`discussed an agreement by
which the U.S. would
cancel new intermediate-range missiles if the
Russians dismantle
theirs.

,.

The other restricted further development of anti-ballistic missile
systems designed to shoot down incoming warheads: Several
Years later, in 19794inuny Carter and Leonid Brezhnev signedi
the successor to that agreement, SA 1' II, which established a
ceiling:on the total number of strategic nuclear vehicles (including
long-range -missiles, submarine-launched missiles and those

THE IMPORTANCE OF STABILITY

carried by long-range bpmbers),and even required Soviet

weapons stockpiles, and a Mutual declaration not to be the first

reductions of those weapons. The agreement was never ratified,

to use nticlear weapons. they think there is still real hope for

however. in 198O., after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
President Carter gave up on attempts to get Congress to ratify
it, bowing 'to. the view that the treaty would not get the two-

negotiated agreements, if talks -are pursued seriously and both
sides are willing to make reasonable concessions.
But above all, they believe it is imptirtant to avoid anything
that-creates instability between the superpowers, anythi%Ouit

thirds vote necesSary in the Senate.

The Most .significant. treaties had been agreed to between

Those who argue for this approach nonetheless look forward to

negotiated .agreements eventually on tuck matters as a
comprehensive ban on All tests of nuclear weapons, a moratorium

on new nuclear weapons delivery systems, a reduction of nuclear

poses an increased threat to either side and give,4a clear advantage

1963 and 1972. After that, only SAT 11. was of comparable
importance,` and that WA& not ratified, President Reagan has
sent U.S. ambassadors to three major arms control negotiations:
.

the bilettnediate Nuclear Fie Talks, the Strategic Arms
Reduction Th.lks4which is .the successor to the SALT talks),
and the -Mutual and Balanced F4rce Rednetion Italki. But there
is not -much optimism about their eventual-success:Many people

think that the current climate is not conducive to productive
negotiations, that unrealistic hopes for quick,results have
prompted 'American negotiators to make unrealistic demands,
-'w4ich virtually guarantees stalemate at the,bargaining table.

fi
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in the arms race to one side or the Other. Since iiiidlear weapons

cannot be abolished, our pest hope foil stability they argue. is
-tb-maintain a 'situation in which both sides* possess sufficient

That is why many arms controllers oppose. the MX missile;
They feel that the deployment oithe MX would create decreased
stability since that weapon -- with its power, range, and accuracy

.weapons to guarantee that they could not be destroyed in a single

-- wou

crippling attack: As long as each side has the means of mounting

soviott Muir.), installations. American legtlers have disavowed

a devastating counterattack, the threat of retaliatjon .hould be
sufficient to deter any nation from considering a first strike.
This, in simple eOrm, is the policy of "deterrence," and it has
been our nation's policy for decades.'
How, then, ,does this approach see proposals for new
weapons systems? Unlikettie people who.advocate a freeze on

01.).Y intcntiOn of launching lint Irik.4 Unt thee` Soviets view
the MX-missile and its potential use differently. They. are well

the development and deployment of new forces, the arms
controllers are n& oppoSed to all new weapons. Some are
desirable, as long ag they enhance stability and reduce any
imbalance, between Soviet weapon systems and our own: The
paramount objective is not merely to reduce the number of
weiipons but to lessen the likelihood of anyone starting a nuclear,

war, either deliberately or t)y accident. The critical thing is to
avoid or remove the weapons that put people on edge
threatening a surprise attack,- A basic requirement for stability
6081 neither side should be so nervous aboAthe need to protect
its forces that it would launch its own nuclear weapons in order
to avoid losing them to enemy attack..

r allow !be United Stittes to launch a first strike against

aware of the danger of invasion and foreign aggression. "INventy

le million Soviet citizens died in World War IL alone. The Soviets
V

regard the MX as an aggressive weapon that might be used in
an attack against them. With it, we would be abl(rtO destroy
most of their land-based missiles without destroying Soviet cities
--- and that is what. they fear, Accordingly, i9he United States
goes ahead with the deployment of the MX. the armscontrolleis.
feel that it would be destabilizing because it both enables and

inviid a first strike.
:4
Especially, i tincreases the possibility of an accidental war.
4.

FearinA,the power and accuracy of the MX, the Soviets might
launch their land-based missiles as soon as they received warning

of possible. attack. Under those circumstances, a comphter
malfunction could send ont a false warning, leadinho the lining
of their nuclear missiles in a defensive counterattack

and an

accidental war. That is th kind of destabilizing influence that
the foes Of the MX fear, id that is'what they mean when they
4,12say
as Senaibt#oynil an did this past summer in debates
over the MX
deploying this new weapon amounts to
announcing the policy that "our finger is on the trigger." ".
The proponents of arms control and a stable balance of
weapons also believe that the high cost of the MX is not justified

by any of its proponents' claims. Far froiu being the

.

"The chief concern is to

void anything that
unduly alarms the other
side, anything that
would lead to greater
instability and heighten
that likelihood of
anyone starting a
I'
nuclear war."

.01

-invulntiable" weapon that was originally intended, it will be
at least as vulnerable to attack as the weapons it replaces
because it will sit in the same relatively fragile silos
and a
More attractive target because it offers the enemy the possibility
of knocking-out ten warheads with just one or two of their own,

As propbsed by the .carter administration, MX missiles
would have been movedtndomly around the deserts of Utah
and Nevada. That systeM would have been. less vulnerable,
therefore less destabilizing, and awls controllers accepted it as
-part of a compromise to gain ratification of the SALT H treaty,
There were, however, so many objections to that basing plan
from people in Utah' and Nevada that the plan .was rejected.
But, the deployment of the MX in fixed silos would violate
the SALT II treaty, which up to now has been'observed but not
ratified. Although propohents of the MX regard it as a valitabler
"hargaiping chip". that we might give up in exchange for major
Soviet concessions, its value in this respect is questioned too.
Our nuclear arsenal is filled with "bargaining chips" that were
never bargained away, So arms 'controllers regard the MX as a
destabilizing and therefore undesirable weapon, one that we
shouldn't even. consider deploying.

4
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"The question of how
arms control agreements can be xerified
has been a difficult
issue in every round of

negotiations.''
COUNTERBALANCING THE SOVIET THREAT IN,
EUROPE

The smaller missiles scheduled for deployMent in Europe
beginning this December pose a somewhat different set of
considerations. If you are among those who care about arms
Control and the NATO alliance, then you will be 'concerned
abot doing something to balance the threat which Europeans
.see' n the buildup of 'Soviet $S-20. missiles targeted against
Western Europe. Something needs to be done to offSet this
threat without tipsetting the striaegic balance, but what? Although
the two missiles that will be deployed in Europe the Pershing
H and the cruise missile --- are normally referred to in tandem;

arms controllers make a liarp distinction betWeen them. And
the distinction is illuminating to anyone who wants to come
seriously to grips with the complexities of the nuclear defense
;
issue.
.

The Pershing II missile shows some of the same pinblems
that lead to opposing the MX. It is destabilizing because it is

highly 'accurate, cruise niiisiles are much slower. If launched
from the regions of West Germany that are closest to the Soviet
Union, the cruise:missile would take admit an hour to getbo
the nearest Soviet target
sortie six times longer than the
Pershing B. missiles require. So the cruise missile is not so
threatening as a weapon that might be-used in. a sutprise.attack.
(a "firSt-strike" weapOn). Furthermore, since cruise missile§
are small, mobile, and widely dispersed, they could not easily
be (he targets for a surprise attack by -the Soviets, From the
arms controllers' point of view, ,this is a far more appealing
weapon 'than either' the Pershing II missile. or the MX.
If we need a new weapon to counter the threat of the SoViet

SS-20s, this is it. This small missile is not particularly useful
for a surprise first attack and it is "stable," which is to say that
it is not vulnerable to first attack. Proponents believe tbat it' we
shifted away from intercontinental missiles such as the MX,
toward-Cruise missiles, both sides c.ould relax somewhat and
the nuclear balance might be stabilized.

But cruise missiles,, which offer certain short-term

fast, accurate and capable of knocking out reinforced Soviet
targets. When placed. on their launching sites in Germany, the
Pershing missiles will be capable of reaching Moscow in just

advantag6", miry over the long rain pose teal problems' for arms

tett Mintues, The Soviets regard- these.missiles as atf immediate
threat to their security, much as ,we regarded the. missiles that
Were to be placed in Cuba in 1.962. Because of.the fear that the
Pershing ll missile causes for the S9vietS, the. arms controllers
oppose it.

be readily counted and kept track of by various means, the cruise

control. Because they are small and Portable, they are easy to
hide_ Unlike bombers and ballisticquissile launched, which can
missiles are diffictdt to monitor, Since they can be fired from
a variety of platforms, and eqUipped with either conventional
or nuclear warheads, it is -difficult for the other side to, verify

Their assessment of the cruise missile is somewhat different,

the .1oCation and number of them in order to detect treaty
violations. But since .ett* missiles in Europe promise greater

Although its range is similar to that of the Pershing 11 and it is

stability,:at,least for a while, most arms controllers favOr-thein.-

r.
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THE MIDDLEIROOND

i.

-' This approach to irrnis-contr occupies a middle gamin in the
debate over-kfltv tored
red ce lb ,no
risk withol jeopardizing
, the nation's security.
ver the pas few yews, this position has
been attacked bothkby people whf) favor a freeze and by preple
who believe that ow best hope is an arms build-up.
.
,,Arms .controllers respond to the advocates of a _nuclear
freeze,by insisting that certain new weapons a valise:Ile, even

indispensable, in achieving the eventual goa..of redting the
risk of nuclear confrontation. They regard tIlq\opponcnts of
couise missiles in Europe as well-intentioned but unrealistic.
The best hope for achieving arms reductions, they argue, is to

"Arms control is not
the answer to the

perilouNompetition
betwen the United
States and the Soviet
Union and the security
problems posed for
both. But without it,
there are ho answers."
--Uslie Gelb

bargain away the Pershing ll's and. to deploy cruise missiles to
balance a reduced number of S wiet SS-20's.
To their more ".hawkish" ca 'tics whoargue th (peace lies
in strength, the arms controllers ply that it
'realistic to
think that we could establish 'a last ig, advantage in the arms
race. In fact, it's undesirable even t try to gain the upper hand
in the arms race since that would be destabilizing.

Their tnndamental belief is that the slow, step-by-step
process o( negotiated agreements offers the best prospect of
achieving the eventual goalofteducing thelapent danger. Our
political and 'diplomatic skills offer the best hope of,pulling
back fro the brink. We must abandon the unrealistic hope o
grand or dden solutiOns; but by continuing the negotiations
proce*ss, we can make Progress toward :Inch goals as achieving
reductions in the number of nuclear arms and each side's ability
to launch surprise attacks. Such negotiations will be successful
only if we assure the Soviets as much security as we seek for
ourselves, and we simply have to try harder to coexist with the
Ruskians`. its Leslie Gelb, a national secUrity correspondent for
tiie New York Times and a former U.S. arms negotiator writes,

"Arms control is got the answer to the perilous competition
between. the United States and the Soviet Union and the security
problems posed for both. But without it, there-are no answers."
But as reasonable as this approach sounds, there are many

whO strenuously disagree. The advocates of peace-throuthstrength take particular exception to the arms controllers'
insistence ;typo) maintaining the.negotiating process and reaching

agreements: In. their view, the arms control establishment has
been obsessed with trying to reach agreements; whether or not
they bolster Ainerican security. In fact, they argue, the main
effect of the ,SALT treaties was to permit the Soviets to move
ahead with a massive build-up of their forces: As a result, they
have not only caught up with us, they have moved ahead. Thus
. we must pursue quite a different course from the one advocated
by the arms controllers. And that course is on which we will
examine tioW.

/

,

,
n S'eytember, 1938, British. Prime Minister Neville Chambeelitin

net Adolph-liitlerottuiside of MA& to disctiv -the future -of
,ititechoslovakia, which Hitler wanted it) control. Fearing that
by opposing Hitler he might risk war, Chamberlein chose to
ap

tse Rim. He rettmed to England announcing that this policy
Id tiring "mac in °t rime But Chamberlidn's Optionistti
miot justified
n Septemt)er, I , -1939, Genhany attacked

Boland and the most devastatik war in human history began.
Many people believci that the Munich agreement and.
Chamberlain's policy of Op-easement were among the chief

cause of that war, and that if Great Britain and the other
IhEuropetin nations had oppose(Illitler in Czechoslovakia, war
might have been av rted.

PEACE THROUGH
STRENGTH: IF YOU

JHE MUNICH ANA
1

WANT PEACE,

PREPARVOR WAR

For the people. who believe that the best hope for maintaining
the peace in the (980s is to shore up our military might, what
happened in Mutiich 45 years ago provides a.clear lesson of
what we must strive to avoid. This past winter, when the U.S.
Sertate debated the matter of who should head the Arms1Control

and Disarmament Agency, conservative senators reminded their
colleagues on several occasions of the cost of Europe's willful
refusal to face the truth about Hitler. At one point, Senator John
Tower rose, bristling with indignation at a comment to the effect
that we should try to appease the Soviets through negotiations

Military weakness leads
to war. Faced with the
Soviet threat, the only
way to assure the peace
is to maintain enough ."
military might to deter
attack and to prevent

and mutual concessions. Within six years of Chamberlain's

intimidation. 4

_
g

"As I see it, our commitment to the peace process is
only credible our commitment to the war process

is credible."

4
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"Simple-minded
appeasement or wishful
thinking about our
adversaries is folly. It
means the betrayal of
our past, the
squandering offer
freedom. The reality is
that we must find peace
through strength."
President Ronald Reagan

declaration of "peace in our

Tower pointed out, some

eventually to prevail. Should another war break out, we wouldrrt

fifty !billion people were killed on the battlefield or in

have the 'luxury of time to prepare for it. That is why it is se
important to have military superiority. The worgs of an old
'Roman maxim describe the most prudent path today: "If you
want peace, prepare for war."

extermination camps. As Senator Jake Garn later commented,
"We can find lots of other examples of the Neville Chamberlains,
the appeaers-of 'this world who never seem to learn the lessons
of history.' ".

That was Preside

this past March in Or

gar's point in a speeCh delivered
,

Florida, in which he urged the

.

THE "WINDOW OF VULNERABILITY"

Protestant church leaders who were assembled there not to ignore

In the first two decades of the.nuclear era, America had

."the facts of history lind the aggressive impulses of an evil

unquestioned nuclear superiority,. and.that was the source of our

empire." in President Reagan's wordS, "simple-minded

security. The threat of retaliation was credible as long as the
Soviet Union could not reply in kind. But in the aftermath of
the Cuban missile crisis, the Soviets undertook a massive arms

appeasement or wishful thinking about our adversaries is folly_
It means the betrayal of our past, the squandering of our freedom.

The reality is that we must find peace through strength."
To those who advocate peace through steength,,the Soviets
as the President put it in that speech in Orlando
are not only
"the focus of evil in the modern world, "..they arealso intent
Upon expanding their influence and power; What has happened
over the past few, years in Afghanistan and Poland is what will
happen again and again unless other cotintries are powerful
enough to stop it.
It is both misleading and dangerbas to underestimate the
strength of the SoViets, onto. make benign assumptions about

buildup. By about 1970, the effects of that buildup were apparent.

The Soviets had developed some 300 submarine-launched
missiles. That's still less than .half the size of the American

missile launching fleet, but nonetheless. an impressive
achievement in a few years. And if they remained behind in
submarine-launched missiles, the Soviets had by ,4970 an arsenal

of long tinge land-based missiles that was about equal to our
own. OVeT the next few years, they duplicated our feat of putting

multiple warheads on those missiles, By, the Ire 1970s,

their motives. It is shortsighted and self-defeating to

reconnaissance showed that the Soviets had made a dramatic
-breakthrough in the accuracy of their heavy missile, the SS-18,

nderestimate the Soviets, and to assume' gond faith or good
m ives'en their part. In World War 11, we were Saved from
Nazi domination by just one thing. Because the war developed
slowly, it allowed us time to build up our military might, and

With that missile, they had a weapon big enough to carry' at
least ten .watteads, and one that was highly accurate as well
which meant that they might soon be able to destroy most of
the U.S. missiles that are based in silos..

.

The Russians have been outspending us on nuelCilr weapons

e for almost:twenty years. As a result, the destructive power of
their arsenal is 119W alMost twice as great as that c}f the United

States. There is no indication that they intend to stop. The
greatest. Concern of those who favor an AmFrienn arms build...up. _is that..we have not only lost the lead in the .arms race,- we
gave fallen behind. Because of their greater strength in certain
areas
particularly hmtl-based missiles
the Soviets arc it(y.
capable of threaterki'ag U,S. land-lvsed missiles. Their missiles

have enough nuclear warheads to destroy ourland-based
missiles, while still keeping a reServv, force to destroy other
targets.
That threat is what pee* arereferring to when they talk
about the "windovalof Vulnerability." The fearis that until at
least the late 1980s wh4n the MX
if it is deployed = is
expected to be available in significant numbers, the United States
will- not be able to offer the threat of a comparable counter-

attaqk If our land-based missiles were knocked oast by enemy
atniek.;- we would still have the option of using stibmarinelaunched missiles in a counterattack. But since thos-e missiles
:are not as hccurate as thoie fired from land, we N(iould not be
able to destroy the remaining Soviet missiles. We could use
those submarine-Inuncjp& missiles to devastate Soviet cities,
of course; but by doing so we would be inviting the Soviets to
do the same thing to American cities. So an American president
would be left with the choice of either unleashing unimaginable

slaughter or giving in to Soviet demands, a form of nuclear
blackmail.
That is the nightmare that the advocates of leace-through-.
Strength set out to avoid by building Up our nuclear arsenal. In
the Wads of recent statement issued by the C. ommittee on the
Present Danger: "Our country is in a period of dangers- and the

.

Deter-iv:nee defines the purpose of the military not us fighting
to win 7wars_blit' being immssive_ enough .to_kcep them. from_
happening. What deterrence requires is a military strength ilitils

cannot be overcome by surprise attackior sudden technological
br,enkthrough. Urge of its fundam, tal %tiles, which has served
as a -guideline.for-Wetiposissysten severLsinee the second world -'4"--war, is that the object of a strategic defense system is to deter..uv
and to deter safely it (TINS( be able to survive a first attack.
-,- . If that is our,Oeiricling
cOnsideration,
which weapons do
.
,
we need -to deve146? Advocates of peace- through - strength

p

believe that we must int*tairt strong conventional forees as
well as :nuclear weiti;bils and that We'vill have a.,tilliable deterrent

capabilki, only ifsetickilof the three legs of Qty defense triad ---..*,`
lond:bni0 missiles, submarine-ptunche missiles, and bdinbers

is as good or better than what the ...oviets 'have. Far frtnn
being convinced thatjts dangerous and destabilizing for us to

"At the heart of
deterrence strategy is
the requirement that

L

the risk of engaging in
war must be made to
outweigh any possible
benefits of aggression."
L-AleXander Haig
A.

danger is increasing. Unless decisive steps are taken to alert
the nation, and to change the course (-if its policy, our economic

and military capacity will be inadequate to assure peace with
security."
REQUIREMENTS OF DETERRENCE,

What needs to be done to close that "window of vulnerability"

and to prevent that nightmare from ever happening? The
proponents of an arms buildup answer that we need weapons

that offer'a credible and reliable deterrent to aggression.
Deterrence is defined as the. capabi ity of keeping someone from

doing something through -tear or anxiety. That's what parents
have in mind when they tell their children, "Don't go out in
the street or
spank you." SiMilarly, the President in effect
tells Soviet leaders, "Dokt attack us
because if you do,
there will be .deVastating consequences." As former Secretary
of State.,Alexander Haig put it, ``At the heart of deterrence

strate y
be ni

thirecitfireinent that the risk of :tigitging in swat must
00$06,41digiviiny possible. benefits. of aggression,"

4

Advocates of peace

through stringth be
lieve that we must
maintain strong conventional forces as well
as nuclear weapons.

,

,

the view presented
in the last chapter --; it is just that advantage that the advocates

it seems important to putt,Aciezipsins,,tha(*in Match 'the. .0V.-101,&
in Europe too.
it ;

of peace-through-stre gth think we should regain and try to

Because nuclear conilietpkis place
we wouldn't
have the. luxury of time to cohie to the defense. of our Eurokaii
allieSii(ter they were attacked, as, we dicti04941:So Anierjean,
-power must be engaged in the defense prEueOpe at the outset

chieve a clear advantage in the arms race

'

.

maintain.
Accordingly, they arc strong advocates of. the MX. Over
the next few, years the accuracy of submarine-launehecrinissiles.
.1
Will improve, perhaps to the point where they have the ability
to hit and destroy hardened targets such as missile silos and
reinforCed command and control centers. That will help toclose
the "window of Vulneyability.3' And a large number of accurate
eh :with a single warhead, widely, dispersed and
protected 'around theU.S, will keep Ofmm the danger of tieing
completely "taken our' by surprise attack. But meanwhile, the
single biggest step we cotild take to prevent nuclear blackmail

of any confrontation. More die thitty years
we made the
deCision to rely oh nuclear lapons riiiiier.tNtti conventional
forces

.

States and its NATO allies will be fOrcectipttlpWArrii deal

.

would be to develop and dvoy the MX missile. Proponents
.4lbis position argue that its 'very size and power make it an
effective ileteixerit..
For that reason, it is argued, the MX represents our best
"bargaining cihip4,itt futtite arms negotiations. But at the same
iiMe. we shopld niglerstanlithat this point of view is one that
sees superior :strength, not -,begotiatiOn; as the best means to
,
avoid nucieaf war. It starts' with tne asSumption that the other
like
side is by deiinition hostile and not to be trusted. Arid
it sees negotiations as Ossible
y army at Me point of victory
when we have proveninvulnerability. And for that reason

time
and.partly because it ismucbcheapet to buil&nuclea weapons.
than to mirintain a powerful:. intglern
Arid. no
the
United States does dot constantlY:;trengthenlitsnuelear forces
in EprOpe, .either deterrence will Pe .#eaieird, or the United
partly becausg of our obvious stiperipri0,111 tl

more:t.4buiki up their conventional force's: Scathe deployment
of .these new missile& is in the best interest o' both The tinted
States and the other NATO countries.
For those WEM believe it is essentiol to Maintain strong

military- force,- the 'cruise ifliSilqti are a particularly good
-

.
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investment in onir security .because once that areTP110Yed iii
Europe, there will be so many iof.thein, scattered in so many
different locations, that it would be virtually impossible for thp
Soviets to destroy them.
Now advocates of peace-tibrough-strength. are inevitably
also going to insist that becatqe the. eost,of falling behind. in
k

rt

the space race would be so great, we.haye to go ahead with the

development of new military technologies in "space. For years
the-Soviets have pursued a vigorous .tied-rtiolotlieal-program
to exploit space for military purposes, and they may ell be
ahead of us in doing so, According to the Pefens I a. ailment,
the USSR has for the past ten years been launching noire than
t:713'spaCeciiikper year
which is abOnt five times the rate of
U.Vlaunchings. The payload that they re able to place f*n orbit
is estimated to beabout ten times greater than the United.States
space program has achieved. That effort reflects'dte importance
that the Soviets attach to the space program It is expected that

they will be able to orbit space stations by 1990. Sobn after
thar, they might well be able to launch a space-based laser antisatOlite systent, With these. developments in mind, adVocates
of defensive strength feel that we have to move ahead quickly
to develoPmtaceaged weaponry, no matter hoW much it costs.The alternative of conceding the 'Thigh frontier" to our enemies
is simply unthinkable, because it would amount to handing the
Soviets theadvantage in the arms race.'V

THE REALISTIC ALTERNATIVE: ARM TO DISARM
Those who advocate the peace-through-strength pOsition clearly
see in the Soviet government the kind of threat that Nti7ti Germany

posed in the 1930s. And faced with the threat of an evil and
expansionist power, the only wIty to assure the peace is to
maintain our military might in order to deter attack and prevent
intimidation. For them, the rent question is whether theAmpricon

people are willing io- face the uncomfortable truttObout the
Soviets, and whether we are prepared. to take a realistic path atprovide for the nation's security.

They are,adamant about two basic points. The first is that
the soviets only understand strength, and the only way to ensure
this mition's,seeurity, therefore, is to do what is necessary to get
and keep aposition of unmistltkable military superiority. Given
the nature of our adversary, we have to accept that the best way

of pventing war is to prepare for it.
The other premise is 'that the Soviets will never negotiate
seriously as long as they are ahead in the arms race. S6 our best
'hope for achieving arms reductions is firtt to arm. First we must
regain a'position of military superiority. Then the Soviets may
be ;convinced that it is in their interest to negotiate seriously to
reduce arms.

/ To ma ny dtheN., those who flivor a military, buildup appear
More interested inwinnipg the arms race than in curtailing it
But :supporters of a bid

trdiregard.their. perspective as the only
realistic approaeh, the orit that is, most likely to achieve the

gltariiatte objective; of reducing the intelear risk without
4?

eopardizing national sectitity, They pOint out that arms
controller,

eve been singularly unsuccessful at the very task
they aim ta-achieve
they htiVen't redUced nuclear arms. That's

of very; likely to happen, they :insist, until an aims buildup.
'

"Conceding the 'high
frontier' to our enemies
is simply unthinkable,
because it would
amount to hafiding,the
Soviets the advantage
in the arms race."

.

gives us the upper blvd. The strategy of deterrence has kept
the 'knee for over thirty years, they argue, and it is still our
best 'hope. for Mointaiiiing the peace and eventually redücinj
the danger of Soviet hggi'ession and nucielir confrontation. A
nuclear freeze would only reward the Soviets for the massive
military builduplheiy have undertaken'over the past decade, and
penalize the United States for a decade of restraint. It would

4.

remove the Soviet incentive to engage in meaningful arms control

negotiations. and it would preserve a situation in which the
Soviets have the upper hand because of their lead in land-based

AO,

Critics reply that this scenario of nuclear blackmail and
Soviet intimidation.is, in the words of Paul %mike, tt leading
negotiator for the SALT II treaty, "inherently implausible."
They insist that the Kremlin would not launch its missiles first,

.r

because they could never be sure of their ability to destroy most

of the land-based American missiles and they wouldn't run
,the ultimate risk of tempting the United. States to reply Aith a

7,

"The 4.431 questiofi is
whether the American
people are willing to
face the untomfortabie

dewistating strike OinSoviet cities.
Others challenge this same approach on moral grounds.
This past spring, a group of Roman Catholic bishops question&I
the inorality of deterrence, and the implications of a policy that
threatens our enemies with the prospect of,wholesale destruction
not just of military targets but of entire cities and the people
who inhabit them.
Most of the defenders of deterrence through strength feel
that it can be defended on the grounds that it alone will preserve
the' values that are most important to most Americans.. "By
sustaining deterrence," as former Secretary of State Alexander

Haig put it, "we protect the essential values of western
civilization
democratic government, personal liberty, and
religious freedOm
and preserve the peace. in failing, to

truth about the Soviets,
and whether we are
prepared to take a
realistic path to provide
for the nation's

maintain deterrence: we would:risk our fl'eedom while actually
increasing the likelihood of also suffering nuclear devastation.

security."

.misunderStanding about the chief danger which faCcs us (Wily.

,

Nonetheless, oppOsition to that View ha`S been growing over the

past two years, More aralonore- people tiPtear to see it as a

serious Inisreaditig of -Soviet -intentions, and a basic
In their view, ''arming in order to disarm" is not only Selfcontradictory, l" is self-defeating. Far from enhancing the nation's"'
n a MI u ary 11 -up; what we have been

t.

doing
constantly.modernizing. tirnuelear_ftirces is raising
to an ever more dangerous4eyel he `e;baltince of terror" thatWinston Churchill and Dw4ht ...gisenhower foresaw thirty years
480. .We luiVe- been Making

re .and more elabonite preparations

fo a war that most people consider unWinnabte. With .every
step
the,arms race; our peril. increases. Wbat we have to
they say; is not to Move forward with an arms race thatsets.us nowhere, but awe to stop. That is the position to which
I
we now turn.

4.

From the beginning, what is nowcalled the freeze movement
was a grassroots affairs conceived and supported not by expeth

or poficYmakers- but by otdinary citizens concerned-that the
anus race is simply out of control. By the spring of 1982, the
idea of declaring a halt by agreeing upon a bilaterefreeze on
the dev6lopment tanl deployment of any further nuclear .wetipoos

was being discussed in communities around thd country, In
A

Vennont, there were town meetings at which resolutions to'this

effect were passed. In California, hnndre& of thousands of
,people signed petilionscalling i'martferendant on whether the
President should be advised to seek a nuclear freeze.
On June 12, 1982, this fledgling movement cattle of 'age
when 750,000 people packed New York City's Central Park W

'01

demonstrate their concern and their support for the freeze, It
was a demonstration that drew people from all over the country,
and ,fromvarious parts of the political spectrum. The speakers

FREEZING THE
ARMS RACE:
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

who addressed that crowd advocatO a variety Of freeze
proposalst as various as the posters that waved in the crowd.
But however vague (heir details, however varied their language,
there was a common concern and a single message: enough is
enough.
fr.

XTo continue the anus
race is unnecessary,

X,

-

unaffordable, and
dangerous. Our bqt
hope is to stop thetrms,
race now by agreeing to
a bilateral freeze on the
production and
deployment of nuclear

weapons.",

t
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THE LOGIC OF A FREEZE
t
The We; reflects the impatience that so .many people feel about
the arms race. The., arms controllers say they want resnatint but
they have not been ble to stem the tide. Advocates of a nuclear",
defense.

ctr goal is to redKe the ra. und.ptztryc.
our security, but they hav' supported a massive increase in dui
number of weapoits that threaten us and all the world. Freeze
proponents believe that we are now in a paradoxical situation
where more military expenditures' make us' less secure. By
spending increasing-, amounts on increasingly sophisticated
sit

weapons we simply accelerate the arms race, and preserve the
nuclearstalemate at ahigher level. of risk. Advocates of a freeze

believe that rather than rtinning faster, or conducting further
negotiations over the rules' for the next lap, the United States
and the Soviet Union should simply stop .where they are now
no more new nuclear weapons on, either side, period.

From the point of view of thbse who back a freeze, it is
wasteful, 'futile, and dangerous to continue to pursue the'arms
race in killusory hope olachieving a lasting advantage. That
is what we have been trying to do since the beginning- of the
age of nuclear weapons; We have tried to outfox the Soviets

"Like build ingblocks
stacked one upon the
other in a child'S
playroom, the nuclear
weapons buildup has
lifted all of us to higher
and higher levels of
danger. Ineiorably, we
are moving toward the
point where the
slightest accident or
miscalculation' could
bring the whole
structure fumbling
down, and plunge our
two nations and the
world into nuclear
holocaust, ?'
Senator Edward Kennedy'

r

with new military technologies; we have tried to overwhelm
them with the sheer number Of weapOtis in our arsenal; we have

tried to discourage theM by spending a great.deaton the arms
race. None of it has worked. In the words of Senator.F.dwartr
Kennedy, "Recent. history -demonstrates that the Soviets arc
prepared to do whatever it takes to match us in every stage, of
the nuclear arms race
step by step,, warhead by' warhead,
missile by missile." And of coursel,proponems point obit; we
are doing exactly the same thing (4 them (as the preceeding
chapter illustrated).
First we developed the atomic bomb and used it in 1945;
four years later, the USSR conducted its first atomic test. We
developed an intercontinental bomber by 1948; the Soviets had
one by 1955. The USSR flight-tested the first intercontinental
land-based missile designed to carry nuclear warheads in 1957;
we did the,kime. a year later. They placed a satellitC in orbit ktf
1957; we followed with our own satellite a few mouths later.
The United States pioneered in subm'arine launching.of missiles
in 1960; the Russians had comparable sub's within a decade.
We developed .Multiple warheads, which increase the nunibor;
of targets wa missile can hit,- by 1966; the USSR had -them twx)
years later. Ely 1970, we had further developed multiple warheads

that enable one missile to hit.as many. as ten different. tar ,jets
as, far apart as 1.00. miles; Russia matched .our
to do
iS by 1915. With the production of long- range cruise tuisOes
in 1982, we announced a new iteneration of missiles;"the Russians..

are reportedly. Several years 1)040 us iwthis technology but
are expectedto haVe a similar weapon by theate41980s. Like
a cheSs game, helvveen two formidable opponents, the arms race

sk,
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,

progresses step by step, as each side moves to cancel its
opponent's advantage.
-4
To the people who -advocate a freeze, tile/ greatest danger
ifrthatcompetition between the United States and the Soviet
Union is not the threat of Soviet attack, but the arms race itself.
The arms race has gathered so much momentum that it has
----- become uncontrollable: Even if that race were stotiped todny,
_____

the sheer number of nuclear explosives poses a dangerous menace

to mankind.

THE ILLUSION OF "SUPERIORITY"
Far from agreeing with the advocates of an terms buildup that
our chief objective Should be to seek superiority, people who
want to halt the arms race b'e-lieve that both sides already have.
far more weapons than they could ever use. Yet if either of the
two approaches we have already described

negotiated stability

and superior strength
has jisoilty, there will' be even more
of these weapons ten years frorii no*.
Many advocates of a halt regard the arms control appro
as deeply Hawed, as dangerous i nits own ray asthe path taken

"I'm not slapping until Z catch up with him t,"

by those who unabashedly advocate an arms buildup. New
'military technologies have been developing faster than the
negotiators can control them. Since arms control talks have
often developed into contests to see how much of an advantage
each side can contrive to keep, the very process encourages the

'assumption that "superiority" in the nuclear arms ,race's a
meaningful concept.
ThoSe who advocate a third point of view are not. discarding
the idea of deterrence. But they do argue that the idea of "relative

4

advantage" in the arms race is an illusion. By way of example,
let usassuine the worst: that the$oviets launch a surprise attack
that knOo ks out qtr entire arsenal of 1.,052 land-based missiles.
Let us assume further that the attack destroys all of our bombers,
some 400 of them, and the 16 submarines that are in port. What
would we hive left with which to launch a counterattack (what
the professionals call a "second strike")? We would Still lrave

16 submarines, equipped with over 3,0). nuclear warheads.
lust One of our Poseidon submarines equipped with 160 50kiloton warheads could destroy every large and medium-sized
eityllta the Soviet Union.
The 1.6 remaininfiubmarines would, have more than enough'

warheads to devastate the Soviet Union. In the -event of a
'Soviet first strike," as Senator. Kennedy has put it, "the United
States would. still have at least 3500 warheads with which to
retaliate; enough' to make Soviet rubble bounce from Moscow
to Vladivostok." And that, to those Who want to Fall a halt(to
thelidetiloytnent of new weapons; is all the deterrenttiapability
Accordingly, many advocates of a freeze regarany ful -ther
weapons proposals
whether for the ,MX, the Pekishing II or
'.'..CitIketniiaiks scheduled for installation in Europe; (*.for new
.';4.,

military technofogies in outer space
as an example of the
problem, not a step tovvard its solution. They are not concerned
with distinguishing "offensive" from "defensive" weapons,
and supporting weapons which;
while opposing
those,which do not. They don'thhink that any of the new weapons
are necessary. NAT) nationsidon'it need .572 new weapons in

Europe to hold the Soviet Union rat risk." That is something
that CPO be done just as well /:by the nuclear forces already 'on
hand there, notably the Poseidon submarines assigned
NATO,'
which weren't designed for war fighting but are qttitl s fficient
for deterrence.

-I

Oklatis,

;

critics of the freeze feel that it is unrealistic and nai ye.
THE PERIL OF ACCIDENTAL WAR
is most to be feared, from the point of view-of those who
argue for afreeze, is the very pi-oliferation of weapons that this
new deployment in Europe woultreprosent. Thin of what the
deployment of several hundred Amid-launched crWise missiles
wOuld mean. Arms negotiators --- as we have seen
repot
these as "defensive" weapons Vvhose chief virtue is that they.
are "survivable": it would bevery hard for the Soviets to knock
thein out in first, sadden strike because they are'Small, portable,
easily. hidden and widely dispersed. Yet fromour point of view
in this chapter, it is just those traits that make the cruise, iniswiles
so liangerous. If we proceed with their deployment, they will
be' scattered all over Dirope,:and will multiply the chance of
error, accident., sabotage, and escape into other hands.
In the i 956s, the Pentagon authorized the production, of
variotis small nuclear weapons.for battlefield use These weapons
were \regarded as "big _Ictr.thers" to conventional arms, tfs
perfecOy "normal" weapons that promise (note, bang for the
buCk. 'For .a while.; the Pentagon deployed an atomic bazooka
called tie Pavy Crockett that could be carried on an infantrymanli
shbuld r. That weapon was soon recall because of fears about
control ing its .0Se. And that is what concerns the advbcate§ of
the fre4e.about the cruise missiles, The.lvery fact that theft-are
so nianii of them and.thatIliey, are relatively small may tempt

-The Pershing missiles pose a somewhat different threat.
line tAlpy confront Soviet leaders with the threat of a tenminute attack, it is expected that'Soviet leaderS will respond to
their installation by putting their counterattack weapOns on
automatic instructions
known esilaunch on attack." That

\ls:ih;kt

us to th k of them. as "normal.weaPons." Thep not Their
prAlfer tion. Is greatly to be. feared:

means that they will instruct their oainputers to launch a
eounterattackas soon as radar bicks tip" an incoming blip. The
more knockout weapons that are aimed, at Soviet targets, the
More likely it is that

will be prepared for, immediate counter-

attack, That raises the ominous thriat of war by miscalculation,
or mistake. There .have been computer errors in our command
and control centers foi% years. This development, known -as-.
"launch on attack," provides an even mare sensitive tripwire,
'afid allows both sides less room for correctable arror. So it is
crucially important to sto
proliferation of weapons.
.

A GOOD TIME TO STOP,
*4.

Advocates of this position believe that a freeze is the best course:.
for two reaspns. First, they believe that both sides already have
enough.to srvive a first strike and retaliate thus already they
are deterring atty'potential adversary. And second, they believe
that the greater tl)e arsenal, the Oetiter the-risk. of its being used

tI-even accidentally.

But critic"lie

1,

that we an't simply halt the arms race.
f you are eer4irded. that we are locked in a deadly chess game
an implacably and untrustworthy enemy,, then we,can't
.

.

'4

4,4
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risk Venouncing the development of new weeptAs. Especially

testing, and deployment of abotit a hundred different weapons.

, wo can't risk it at the very time,,when our enemy has more and

and delivery systems. It means too thai agreement Must be
reached ;nn countermeasures
such `as antisubniarfte
technologies
that either side ii4ht undertake defend itself

weapons in the field then we do: An immediate halt to
° new weapons production would be dangerous because it would
preserve the current imbalance between Soviet fOrceS'andtour
N.vn. It would lock us into existing weapons systems, which in
.
are obsolete and In'tieedof toOdernizahon. BecauSe
of the rapid Soviet buildup in re tent years, most of their delivery
systems are quite modern. But maq of oti.s,:are Itt least 15 years
old. If their equipMent. is better than ours, a freezelnight lock
us into it position weakness.

against existing weapons. Will replacements of
sting systems
be.alloweV. If so 'can they be an improved versi of existing
WettpoifS- and delivery systems?SALT ii, which W0 sSentiaily-

.

If: on the other hand, you believe we and oiir opponent
are both reluctant playeN in a chess game that neither of us can
risk losing, then you'll be very worried about the precise moment

at which you suggest to your Opponent that you both call it
quits. You arcs not so much concerned about the number 6f
weapons available as the kind of weapons ':Hand the temptation
they might present-to one side rather than the other. You care
about stability
and you are probably opposed to freezing the

antis race now. A freeze could pull the rugnoin from under
cumin- negotiations. It is important, you'll point out, to consider
the .significance of when you. propose to stop the arms race. A

a partial-freeze agreement, took seven years to negotiate. A
complete halt to weapons development and productio'n could

take even longer. A freeze has the virtue of being easily
.

.

understood. But it will be no pt;sy matter to arrive at a truly
bilateral, verifiable freeze.
It may be true, as former Deptity Director of the CIA
Herbert Scoville points out, that a total 'freeze could be more
easily verified than the specific restrictions placed on,certain
weapons by the SALT agreements. In a total freeze, any testing,
production or deployment would. be a violation'. Still,' there is
reason for concern that a freeze milt favor the Soviets becduse

their violations would be far- harder to detect than our own.
Through congressional hearings about the defense budget:*
intensive media coverage, even leaks .from Pentagon officials,
the American Iiublic, knows quite a bit about which weapons

freeze in 1959, for example, would have stopped deployment
of Pur Ptolaris
rine- based.,p
and that would have
made the 1960.s less stable than they were.
While not denying that the Russians' weapons m be
-,superior to our own jn some respects, advocates of a fre ze
regard the current situation as one in whieb both sides are rough

equal. If we wait until both sides have precisely equal force,
we'll never get around to stopping the arms race. So this'is as
good a time as any, and better than most, to decide to stop
furthe,wppons production as a first step toward an eventual
reduction in arms More importantly, the USSR has at least as
Much to gain from a freeze as we do. The Soviet Union has
beett able -to build up an impressive military machine only at
great cost to the domestic economy, and it is beset with problems.

The USSR lags far behind western countries in economic
developMent. There is considerable prvsure to improve
agrieultural production and to accelerate the production of
consumier goods
neither of which can be done very. tvell tis
long as so many resources are being diverted. into the military.
So The SoViets, advocates .argue, may well,agree to a freeze:

A MUTUAL, VERIIiiABLE FREEZE

of a figeze, to most people's eyes,, is that V slop.
But the point. of
entirely,any furthaArlopmentor production of new weapons
'('Systettts on both Sides. It is to be a mutual freeze, And advocates
''concede the this raises some very complicated issues about
.1;vb*.i$ to be frozen and most of all hew it can be verified
to .prevent either side from &Ming. It *kit .require devising.
and tiegPtiating 'Verification precedurs, for the development,

"Developing and
deploying new weapons
systems such as the MX
and the Pershing II and
cruise missiles is simply
another futile round in
the arms race that we
have been pursuing for
a generation."

7-
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on how to reduce the risk of nnelear, weapons without

are, being produced. It is likely that any American violation of
an agreement would be widely publicized. But that is not the
ease-in the Soviet- Union; where-a premium s placed upon
secrecy, Advocates of a freeze agree with the arms controllers.
that through the use of spy satellites and electronic monitoring
blatant violpions can be detected, and that is all
required.
fgr-SatisfaCtorY Yea cationBpi Critics of a freeze contend that
the Soviet Union might cheat, and use the cloak of a freeze
agreement as a means of attaining the upper hand.

jeopardizing the nation's security. They regard further escalation
of thein111S Nice as unneeessary and dangerous. They reel strongly

that developing and deploying new weapons systems such as
the MX and the Pershing II and cruise missiles is simply another
Wile round in the arms race that we have beep pursuing for a
.

.

generation. -They believe that the natien's best hope is an
immediate and verifiable bilateral freeze.
This past fall, freei`e proposals were on the ballot in nine
states, the District of Columbia,.and 29 cities and .counties. Of
those 39 contests, the freeze lost only in Arizona and in two

THE "DOVE'S DILEMMA".

counties in Arkansas and western Colorado. This.sprini,

Those who propose an immediate halt to the further development
and production of nuclear weapons have a distinctive perspective

Congress adopted a proposal canny, for a "mutual and verifiable
freeze and reductions in nuclear wetpons" by the United States

and the Soviet Union 'although speaking only of objectives
without spec ying how they would be achieved. That resolution
constitutes pond commitment to the goal tither thaw binding
agreement

Still, besides the many defense experts who are concerned
'about what the freeze would do to America's deterrent ability,
peopl;) from another direction have criticized it too.
Many people are initially attracted to'the freeze keillISQ it
seems to promise reduced expenditures for the military. 'At a

o

t.c
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"The co
I t of
securit, encompasses
more t an si ply
military t ce, and a
society can reach a
point fitvwhich

.additional wilitary
expenditure no longer
provides additional
security."
Robert S. McNamara

CI

,)

tinte when our annual defense bill runs $200 billion, many
Americans are understandably eager to find some way of
reducing the cost of providing for the nation's security. Yet a
freeze Wouldn't necessarily reduce the overall cost of Ameriea's
defense program.

If you think about our ability to defend the NATO allies,.
you begin to understand why. One of the reasons why a nuclear

"umbrella" was first installed in Europe was that it offers a
low -cost alternative to conventional arms. Many people there
are now concerned not only about the'Sovict SS-20s aimed at
West European targets, but also by the fact that the WarsaW
pact nation's have an undisputed load in conventiona) forces. It
IS that asymmetry that the installation of Pershing II and land-

based cruise missiles is supposed to comet. If those new
missiles are not instailedEurope is left at the mercy of !'the
unbelievable Soviet Armada arrayed against us," as German
Chancellor Nelmtit Schmidt put it. To defend bur interest in
Western: Europe without nuclear weapons, we would have to:
commit far more money for conventional troops and weapons:.
That is the "dove's &stemma": a freeze on nncleat weapons
requires a build-tip in conventional 'forces, and increased defense

expenditures if we are to assure the .nation's security "with
nonnuclear weapons,

Then there's still another view shalt sayS a freeze doesn't
come to grips with the Basic problem.'lt leavies us with a great
many nuclear weapons. Any such weapon is 'one too many. So
we turn now to the last of our four positions.

In the early months of 1914, tensions were buildinithroughoul
Europe, and leaders of various nations-Were taking measures
to protect theinSeIVOS by strengthening their Military -Might: 11
war was to break out, they wanted to be realty for it. The for
of confrontation created a self-fulfilling prophecy. Actions that
Germany look to .build
its army prompted France to do the
in, turn
same, and that
fueled German concern. Measures
that each nation took to bolster its security led to greater anxiety
among all the others. The great powers of Europe had no interests

that conflicted so seriously as to justify a costly war. But the
very momentum of that weapons race led to the,outhreak of
hostilities by August, and to a catastrophic war.

4

PREPARING FOR WAR

UNILATERAL
REDUCTIONS:
IF YOU WANT PEACE,
!PREPARE FOR PEACE

While sO e people are struck by the §imilaritie§.between the
Aation'Ve face today and what happened in hove in 1938,
en Neville Chamberlain's policy of appeasement turned out
to be disastrously wrong, others rememb' the events of 1914.
They point out that war often arises not from outright aggression
but from confusiOns that turn into fatal misunderstandings when
nations have prepared for war. To them, the 'nuclear arms rat
seems eerily reminiscent of the weapons race dil led seyent
years ago to a war that was in no one's interest:.

1

To the people who think that we should drop out of the

V

4t,t The biggest threat to
N N. peace and security is
nuclear weapons
themselves. Because
there are no
circumstances in which
.

.

nuclear arms race, one of the most striking' less.ons of history
is that whenever rival powers engage in a massive arms buildup,
it eventually leads. to war. They feel that it is not only possible
that this could happen agitin but that the very mbinentUrn of the
nuclear arms race is carrying. us toward a new military conflict.
What happened in 19C=4 when that spiralling conflict flew out

their use could be
justified, we should get

rid of themandrely

on convcptional

ifileI/

WeaponS for ohr
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of control was bad enough. If that were to happen today

at

a time when the combined Soviet and American arsenals contain
almost a million times the destructive power of the bomb dropped
on Hiroshima the result would, in all likelihood be absolutely
grotesque destrnction,,
.Because that: is_iitteh an awful prospect.. people seem not.
to recognize it or to take steps to avert it. Both the United States

I

'and the USSR have gone on pilin weapon upon weapon,
replacing old missiles with new ones that are even more_
destructive. in both. countries, the military. establishment has a
vested interest in justifying itself and a natural tendency to keep
the arms race going, to makita persuasive argument for why
this year's military technolipies
expensive as they may ha
arc better than last ydfies, and therefore necessary for our

"We must be careful
above all not to invite
war by the very steps we
take to defend
ourselvps."

A

defense,.

Most people equate security with military strength. But
with the great danger posed by nuclear weapons, some people
feel that is now the furtheskthing from the truth. ,.Security is to
be found not in the endless quest for military superiority, they
argue, but in the,immediate reduction of nuclear arsenals. With
so many thousands of nuclear warheads in the world, and each
.

one of them capable of more destruction (than years of
conventional warfare; what everyone must understand is that
international conflicts can no longer be solved by the military
because in the nuclear era a military "solution" is o solution
at all,
George Kennan, former ambassador to Moscow and
outspoken critic of the arms race, suggests that 'citizens go to
their leaders with this urgent message: "For the love of .God,
of your children, ary of the civilization to which you belong,.
cease this madness.`You have a duty not just to the generation

S

of the present. You have a duty to civilization's past-, which ybu

threaten.to render Meaningless, and to its future, which you
threaten to render nonexistent. You are mortal men. You are
capable of error. No one is wise enough. or strong enough to
hold in his hands destructive powers sufficient to put an grid to
civilized life on a great portion of this planet. No one should

:

wish to hold Such powers. Thrust them from you. The risks you
Might thereby assume are net greater
could not be greater

than those which you are now incurring for us all."
This, then, is the position we are now.*oing_ to look at. It
'says quite simply that Rodent arms should not, must not, cannot
be useil, and that strategies to contain them are only.MiSleadirig.

%.

USEFUL WEAPONS, "JUST WARS"

r'

People who take this position are,flot pacifists who oppose the
use of all force. They have no illusions about human aggression
or the prospect of sbmehow Abolishing war. They think that
precisely because conflict is likely to break out, it is essential
to make sure that the weapons available to fight wars are net
to terribie. And thatiszwhat they find so disturbing about

;-1
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If we did away with the

"nuclear umbrella" in
Europe, far more
Fr.

r 4'

nuclear weapons. To them, it is crucially important to recognize
that nuclear arms are not simply more powerful weapons than
thosCavailable in the past. They ate different in such fundamental

respects that they should not be regarded as weapons for the
settling of human conflicts.
For all the damage that they can cause, weapons are tools
intended to serve some useful purpose. They are subject to

thoney would have to be
spent to strengthen
conventional forces.
reasonable guarantee that damage inflicted by nucleir war will
be limited to combatants. That is why, from this point of view,
atomic warfare cannot be morally justified:
There is another reason why many people feel that nuclear
weapons violate the most basic precepts of a "just war," given

the number of warheads that exist today, and the sensitive

certain constraints' and they-can be used in combat toward some
specific end. As ruthless as the wars of the past have been, they

tripwires that ensure that any act of aggression.will be followed
by counterattack, there is no..such thing as a "limited" nuclear
war. This is something that the advocates of nuclear disarmament

have by and large been conducted according to certain rules,
and those rules remain on the books as a prescription both of

'''Pershing 11, which iiboth highly accurate and designed to carry

the laws of war and of international treaties. The killing of
Civilian populations is condemned. Medical facilities are off
limits, The treatment of prisoners is guided by the Geneva
ConVention. And
is over.

world fit to live,in is expected Aftw-the war

Those conventions reflect the concept of a "just !'war,"
which was_ /defined by St. Augustine in the fourth century and

has been at the center of Christianity's approach to war ever
since.. The traditional conditions for ." just war" are that it be
declined by aiegitirnate autlwrity, f& a righteous cause, with
,good intention, as a last resort, and aged with limited means.
Warfare is different, in other, words, from ;Mass Ititighter, which
is why many people regard nuclear war as morally indefensible.
As a group of Cgitholic bishops put it in ,a 197k pastoral letter,
nuclear Conflict is so savage that one must imk whether war
as it is actually waged today can be morally iiiStitied." Other
Weapons injure noncombatants by accident, inadvertence, or,
,7,,ealletis indifference. But the damage inflicted by nuclear war
leis discrirninate, and untelated to battlefields; There is no"

find particularly troubling about new missiles such as the
a relatively small nuclear warhead., Its proponents claim that
because of those features it is quite selective in the damage it
is capable of inflicting. That suggests that nuclear weapons
might be used to fight a "limited war"
limited both in its
scope and destructiveness.'
,
But today, any weapon that encourages people to think
that wayls dangeroUs. It invites confusion about the function
of nucleat weapons as instniments of deterrence. The, doctrine
of deterrenCe'speaffieS that we have nuclear weapons not to use
them, but to keep the enemy from using theirs against us:. Yet
those who seek the renunciation of nuclear weapons vItw the
very idea that a nuclear exchange, once begun, Might be limited
in its effects, as a dangerous fantasy. Even the small, so-called
"tacticiir atoinic Vitapons are infinitely more destructive than
conventional weapons, it is highly unlikely that the response
to even it 4sUrf361"fstrik on a military target would be similarly
Constrained
and that,the "exchange" would stop there.

Neither the United States nor the USSR. could "win" la
nuclear war. Any such war would be so destruetive as to rendel-1

HOWTOZEVENT
CANCLIG..

the concept ofOctory meaningless. Since nuclear bombs cotqd
4.," not be used to promote the interests Of the society that employs

them, from the perspective of thole advocating nuclear
disarmament it is misleading to think of them as potentially
valuable weapons. It is far more accurate to think of them us
.ins.truments of mass suicide. And...that, the tegument
why we-should turn our backs on them.

_a _

DROPPING OUT OF THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE
Those advocating unilateral disannancent insist upon three points.
The first is that we must make a fundamental distinction between
ee

conventional and nuclear arms, between those that can be used

us weapons, properly speaking. and those that cannOt. The
second point is that nuclear weapons could not possibly be used

I in combat without raising the strong possibility of escalation

,

into a general nuclear disaster. Third, since there is no issue at
stake in our relations,with the USSR
nothing that we want,

nothing that we hope to avoid

that could .conceivably be
worth the cost imposed by nuclear war, the possibility that such
a war Might take, place is what is most to be feared.
We must find a way out of our;current dilemma. Freezing
the arms race is not enough because it would still leave us with
an intolerably high level of nuclear weapons. But there is an
alternative, a bold departure from the path we have folloWed
over the past generation, and One that gets to the heart of the
Problem. If you really want peace, prepare for peace. Since
there are no circumstances in which the use of nuclear weapons
could be justified: Ye shOuld get rid of them by ourselves, if
necessaryand rely upon, conventional weapons for Out'
defense.

i

.

The fact that we used these bombs in Japan 38 years ago

,regarded by those who take this position as a re irettable
example of the resort to extreme and indiscriminate forct and
as a Clear warning that they should never be used again. Now
that our adversaries have nuclear weapons. too, these have
become instruments of mass suicide, whose elimination from
our arsenals we oughtio_.seek_atilie; earliestpossiblernoment--The advocates of this kind of nuclear "pacifism" actept the
is

"Freezing tIke arms race
is not enough, because
it would still leavens
with an inlolerably high
level of nuclear

weapons."

need for an adequate national defense, but deny the usefulness
of nuclear weapons as a part of the. delenwefforts They recognize
that force is, and will continue to be, a basic ingredient in human
affairs. Since nuclear weapOns provide no satisfactory base. for
a defense effort, they urge that we depend for our defense on
conventiOnal arms. that can 60 used more flexibly, and in a more I
discriminating Manner, to_defend the nation's interests.

RISKS, COSTS, AND

coNstouENcEs

But what Would happen it the United States simply abandoned
its nuclear weapons? Critics of unilateral nuclear disarmament

regar0 this as a rash-m!asure that would throw. the whole

k
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international order into ditiarray. They.maintain that the United
States must have nuclear weapons because in conflict with the
Soviet Union we could not firovaii withoutthem,TheY tear that

.

by 'choosing to turn our backs on nuclear weapons, we ate,
inviting attack
not Jost onus but also on our allies. Mary
people belieVe that tf they_W ere not deterred by
pi ma of
nuclear counterattack, the Soviets would !attach a devastating
attack and bring us to our knees.

4"

Even if other nations followed our example and gave up
theirtinclear weapons, the situation would be inherently unstable.
In a world from, which nuclear arms had been eliminated. the
first nation
or terrorist group
that deciticd that it wanted
to.threaten or dominate others through their use would be able
to influence events to a far greme4 extent than jn a heavily armed'
world. 'Since nuclear weapons can be easily hidden and quicyy

manutactnre.d, there'is no realistic prospect of completely
eliminating them, even if the superpowers decided to get%rid of
their nuclear arsenals.
o

Those who propose that the tinned States alone, if need
be
get rid of nuclear arms regard each of, these cis stirions
concerns,-not to be (liken lightly or quickly dismissed. They
are particularly conceened about the charge that unilateral nuclear

diarintairient on America's pan would seriously weaken tier
commitment to our .European allies, and greatly reduce the
credibility of our commitment to come to the delenswof
Europe if it is attacked. The fact that the Warsaw pact nam
have more troops and conventional weapons than NATosuggems

to litany people that Without its tiuclear."inbrelliC NATO
nations would be very,vulnerable. The response is' that while a

substantial buildup of our troop -strength tZ conventional
Weapons in peacetime would be no easy thing to accomplish,
by.doing so Avelcould in fact deter aggression.without nuclear,
weapons...Our 'defense and the defense 'of our allies will cost
even more than it does today, but that is a small price to pay if
it suctantially reduCes the threat Of nuclear holocaust.

debate over nuclear :inns and national security

"The risk of atinction
has a significance that is categorically
different from, and
immeasurably greater
than that of any other
risk, and as we make
our decisions weAtive
to take that .significance
into accohnt. Up to
now, every risk has
been contained within
the frame of life;
extinction would
Wafter the frame. We
have no choice but to
address the issue of
nuclear weapons as
:though we knew for a'
certainty that their use
would put an end to our
species. Our humility
should inspire us to

comes down to, in part, is as queStroll'Ortifais

-teverence-ancl-cautimr,-

risks., and their respective dangers, Does ihe gun that *lie
pet* keep in their bedside.drawcr to protect against:burglars
Oose, at Ventte threat than the burglar hitasell? Does the very

and our reverence and
caution should le,ad us
to act without delay to
withdrair the threat we
now pose to the earth
and to ourselves."

,f,e?ktstehee of It nuciPar arsenar containing over is Million times
destructive power of the bomb dropped-on Hiroshima pose
greater danger khan the foreign aggressors it is supposed to
ptoteict.
Apinst? Do the danger of ntletear holocaust ouiwetgh

the mks Of that "lett') into the linIstitiwii" that 'nuclear
LkstirManient would pose?
.

Those. who advocate abandoning our nueleat iirm& don't
Ofay the 'risk. They do consider the danger posed h tludelit.
i-ePOorts and the probability of their eventual use to be sa,great
,00iW001 91* iA,
.:
.

Jonathan Schell
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UNDERSTANDING OUR ADVERSARIES

Choosing nuclear disarmament would be a radical departure
from past
one that would require. various changes in our
assumptions and beliefs about how to protect the, nation's security.
Advocates of peace-through-strengthregard unilateral seductions

as the most serious, even irresponsible threat to peace and
stability. In their view, that is a suicidal course to follow. To
protect the nation's security, and ..to be abre.to come to the
assistance of our friends and allies, we have :lo. be prepared to
fight all kinds of war, most particulaily nuclear Win: ,A unilateral

decision on the part of the United States to give up our nuclear
forces would be irresponsible in the extreme blatant invitation
to world disorder. We have certain commitments to our friends
and' allies around the world;Particularly to our allies in Western
gurope, To 'give up nu6leai arms would be to abdicate those
international respoirsibilitiek, At, Secretary of State Haig put it
a few years ago,'~thettakes'are too great, arid the consequences
Of error too catastrophic' to exchange' deterrence for a leap into

'the unknown. In the nuclear ag'e the only choke consistent
with survival and civilization is deterrence.'
Vet most proponents of finelear disarmament feel that one

of the most basic 'changeS that needs to,talce place is in not
perceptions of our St viet adversary, If the people who portray
the SOirtels as any evil Od aggressive' pOwer,are.right,then it
would 'be.very foolish indeed io abandon nuclear arms.. tint

"It is the existence of
interntlitiOnal tensions;
not nqc1OPT;peaWitis;
Pthat lieiattbe basis of
r this conflict. The only
real hope for peace lies
in improved relations
with the Soviets."

'

many of the advocates of unilateral nuclear disarmamenithink
tat one of the basic flaWs in outthinking about national security
IS the assumptions we make about the Soyiets.

Some well-informed studentsof the Soviet Union, sue as
former ambassador to Moscow, a student
George Kennon
;.

of diplomatic history, and one-of the chief architectg of American
paint nOery different
policy toward the SPViets in the'1950s

picture of Soviet leadell and their intentions from the one that
advocates of peaceOrough-strength profess to see. Wherethey

'wean evil andagressive power building up its military,
eapabilitft in' 'preparation for foreign '`adyenturisni" and
.

eventual world -dominance, proponents of this fourth approach
sSee something else They see the leaders in the Kremlin as men ,
whe'rernember their nation's histi;ry and have`o keen 'seoe of
the need for defense against. foreign agg sio,n,ond real respect
for American Wiilitary poweb
As the ktissitin leaders look abroad, they see more dangers:;;
than opportunities, and feel encircled by hostile powers. Time
unlike Americans .-"L they have bOn inyadedinid:
and again
devastated by hostile powers. They have had more ihati their
fill of war. The Russian people have not historically &Oen,
aggressors. And the SovietS' concern with'cotinoies, about trek
own borders is not markedly ipplie4ggressive than the concern

of other nations even, the U.S., with couuntries that boraer
them,. The Soviets' chief goal is not plotting foreign adventures'

of
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'which Would impose .huge itew sttzins-and uncertainties but
r-:,shoring up their defenses. Their deepest commitment into The
saccesAulsompletioilof ingrains for the economic and.social
tt7T development of the Soviet people, But Soviet society is deeply

troubled by perennial

failures, a shortage, of

constun6r goods, a sluggish economy, labor absenteelsm and a
-- _lack ul discipl'ne and -widespreinl signs, of-public
In this View, one of the real-tragedies or a nuclear arms
race justified' by the necessity of keeping up' with o chief
adversary is that it ere:146011e lalse.impression of a toacenflict
of interest, between the two sOieties,
fact many of their

r.

-

problems are common ones.,,,There are obvious ilifferences
between the two nations in outlookor in ideol4 but the antiSovietttitudes voiced in thiS country. rutoften un anded and
unnecessarily hostile = --even sometimes amounting o hysteria.
As Kerman' said in a speech in November, 1981, "I find the

view of the Soviet Union that prevails'today so extreme, so
subjective, .s6 far removed from what any sober scrutiny-of
external reality witaild reveal, that it is not only ineffective but
fsdangerous as ti guide to political action." The attitude_ is, of
.t,-,QtItSe, mirrored by the Setviet attitude toward the U.S. Time

;pod time again, adversariehave ehrtractle4ed each ether in

the chief danger not in the number or the nature of the weapons
we haveWo defend ourselve's with, or in the int ntions of our
adv.ersaries_whohavenuelear-weapons,-butin. the-existence
cif lhoEreapons, Far from adding new weapons to its country's
arsenal-or earefullyobalancing the potentiaLadvantages of -new

weapons against their disadvantages, people whoitake this
position-feel that-Ave sholild simply tuntrour Netts Oh WOClear

weapons, and depend instead on conventimal arms They feel
that there is no solution to the nuclear problem other than taking
immediate steps to eliminate these weapons of mass 'destruction
from national arsenals. The sooner such a step is taken, the
safer we will be.'
That is a radical departure from the policy this nation has
folldwed. over the past generation., It fundamentally changes a
program for national defense that has been built upon nuclear
weapons and their unique drerrence value,. It requires too a
fundamentally altered view 6f our Soviet adversary. At a time
when the spiralling arms race poses an Indeasing danger, and
further amuses fear about hoW and when these fearful weapons
.

might be used in a "first strike," we have a duty to take
immeliale and drastic.step.s. Advocates of nuclear disarmament
feet that we must take unilateral steps to reduce that danger.

exclusively ucgotive terms. They have endowed their opponents

with extremely hostile Motives and the most .formidable of
capabilities as a way of justifying their own military preparations.

There is no wayof getting to the source of the conflict
tinless we take a close and,-objective look at the Soviets. No
.-11natter what we do to reduce or eliminate arms, the ultimate
hope for peace lies1/20., the improvement of international relations,
and a situation in whiCh we achieve peaceful coexistence with

the -Soviets. That is why it is so important to revise our
npumptions about theIoviets, and their,intentions.
Whatis most to be Feared, many of the advocates of nuclear

disarrnantent feel,: is notAh,e Soviets and their aggressive
intentions. It iSi. rather, that becauseA both sideS have such if
distorted picture of each other, the fears produced by those
AistOrtio% will continue to ,fuel a massive arms buildup --Which 'irt turn will lead to'greater insecurities and meter dangers.
What is to be feared, in other words, is a spiralling weapons
01.0 fed by mutual ,stiOcioxis that leads eventually to armed

"Maybe we should take
the'chance. Maybe it
will work. Because
conflict, just. as jt similar set of ciretunstances led in 19.14, to a
armaments and all the
OtaStrOpnic.war that was in no one's interest Our current
Situation Is so dangerons,.say
.people who advocate nuclear ( money we have spent
htis not helped toward
'(11.11hTi6t.)rttit!, precisely.bccrinseive art armed tothe teeth with
world peace."'
tkribeIlevably destructrVe Weapons. It is those weapons that we
39 year old homemaker
0010'40:rid. 9C.

PREPARING FOR PEACE
>o the pee ..,.wtiO,I)ekiev0 that the best course would be to drop
t of the nuclear 'attus race entirely take a very different positioa

mm the Other three approaches we have examinM: They see

ft

141k_

.

1.

So in the 39th year of the indent era, at a time of growing
public concern about international tensions and the possibility
of nuclear war, this flati011 faCCSiSeriesortangied and pOtwitially ---,
divisive choices: On one levethese are choices about nuclear
about' whether. it is in the nation's- best
we opens systems
interest to develop.theMX., to depbby new:missiles in Europe,

and to move ahead with new military technologies in outer
pace. Although we have peen examining differing perspectives.
on those weapons, our rattpose in doing,se has been less to

stimulate discussion about: them than tothal Jight on the
dherences among these four approaches: What

k.1110Ni

important

for the public to ntlerstand and to-debate is not such matters.,
as the attributes of the MX missile, or the size of next' year's
.defense appropriation, but the principles and itsuirtptions

according to which defetse ,polic; is formulatedl The

CO N IX ISSUES,

fundamental issue is not which new weapons, if any; we should
develop but which of those approaches we should. take.

D CHOICES

DIFFERING PERCEPTIONS, DIFFERING
PRESCRIPTIONS
As we have seen, there an some fundamental VICNIICOS among
the various parties in this debate about such' questions as whether'
.

it makes sense to .continue to build more weapons. Are the
nation's interests best served by shoring up/bur defensesin order

peopleuit?hreofwertnoot

nkabo

mto71-1:1'

*maintain peace and
secyrity at a time of
unparalleled danger.
But questions of this
magnitude can't he left
to the eXperts4 And
neither slogans nor fear
are a substitute for

prudent judgment.11

to dew the Soviets, or calling a halt to the arms race? If we
choose the radical alternativvf unilateral nue, r sarmainent,
and take the !leap into the unknoy,vni.' that it rep sen.s, what
would be the consequences of doing so?
.The answer to these qucstionS depends in large-Measure
upon the historical lens through which people view recent events.
.
Some eel that unless we are militarily Strong,' we run the risk..
of teinpting the Soviets with our weakness .and repeating the
.

circumstances that led to 'World 1411.. Others are more
concerned about avoiding what happened in the summer of
1914, when the great powers drifted into war not bee use of
irreconcilable differences but because no one was able16 stop
the nitcmentum of increasingly bellicose rhetoric and w massive

arms bulkily, In their view; we must be careful above all not
to invite war by the very steps .weitaWkaefend ourselves:
There tN: bask differences too in how peopleAview the
Soviets and their intentions, lryou regT.d them as an exit and
aggrehssiyeempire that poseS a real danger tb us and would take

advaniage of any weakness on our part, it follows that we must
makeevery effort to deter them with superior anus. Buy if you

asstime that .Soviet, leaders; are motivated by defepsive
considerations more so than aggressive intentions, 'Ad thtft they
would Seale down their military efforts as s0911 as they felt that

could safely be done, then unilateral nuclear tliSarmamerit on
our part would. not pose tot) great 11 danger.

People who hold4etteh:of these four positions. haVe a
distinctive :peteelition ti' the: situa 'on and their own way of

0
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thinking about new weaponS, The annstontrollers are concerned
most of all with what is necessary to maintain stability between

7

ti:UnilediStates all the USSR, to keep the two sides talkidg
with each other
and in so doing to keep their leaderfi from
the precipice of nuclear confrontation, Their chief concern is
to avoid anything that unduly alarms the other side, anything
that would lead to greater instability and heighten. the likelihood
of anyone starting a nuclear war.
Those who take the peace - through -.strength position are

concernedehiefly with thrimfortunate necessity of doming
an aggreSiive nation. From their point of view, we have enough

arms only when we can say with confidence that our military
Might: is sufficient to ieter any other nation from vitaOng their

weapons against us. ror that reason, we must consantly
itrengthen our nuclear arsenal.
Advocates of a freete are primarily eoncernedot with .t
tiggte,s$ive !Mentions of

Soviets, but with, the very momentum

of the arms rate. Theii'vitveis that we don't think very clearly
abont the problem of avoiding war if we think mainly abont

"The splitting of the
atonlhas changed
everything save our;
tnodemtthinlOng and
thus we drift to_ ward

unparalleled
catastrophe."
Albert Einstein
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`:Becoming numb to the
threat of nuclear
destruction is perhaps
one way to get through
daily life, but it is not a
solution. Indeed, it nay
lead us right into
extinction."
Robert Jaqipin
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nuclear deterrence. What we should do to avoid war i to agree
with the Soviets to call a halt to the development and production.
of any rit! weapoya.
Those whofavor unilateral nuelcar disarmament focus on
t

the awesome destructive power of nuclear arms, no matter whose
hands they 'are i11,. Since, in their view; the use of nuclear nuns

could never be justified,
should simply get rid of them.
They criticize the arms controllers as well as the advocates of
an. arm, buildup fornilstaking the symptoms for the disease. It
is intertiational tensions, not nuclear weapons, that lie at the
baSis. of this conflict. The only real hope for peace,, les in
improved relatioRs with. the Soviiits.
Since the question of which of these four paths welollow
may literally be.a life-or-death, matter, is understandable that
poSitions are so fiercely defended and differences are so divisive.

feet about the bomb, while ignoring the necessity Of providing
for the nation's security, It is essential that the proceSs of thinking

through our options about how to minimize the risk of .nuclear
war. without jeopardizing the nation's security nqt be confined
to a small group of national defuse experts and elected leaders.
As citizens, each of us is obliged .to consider that Awesome
choIce,
As much as v.,5.might. want to do so, we cannot wish away

the tensions that give rise to the4irms raceor deny the fild that
the genie of nuclear power is out'of the hottle..Both we and the
Soviets. and theothet nations in the " nuclear club"
hold
in our handsinstoments of mass destruction,. It is a threat that
will1.101 go away. FIcen if we all agreed to give up nuclear arms,
there would bertoluarantee that nuclear War could he prevented

fronr.happening at some point in the Mute,

AO a carefullrtonsidered judgment,, iris essential that we begin

Since the threat of nuclear war is something that we and
our
face and that their Children will face, there is no
atternativebut to figure out how to keep nucicar'Wmpons tinder.
control. The question i which path is the best-path as we search

to do, just that It is not enough to resort to bumper-sticker

for a way of coexisting both with nuclear weapons and the

slOgans or to".make quick judgments that reflect the fear we all

8oviet Union

SEEKING SECURIT! IN A DANGEROUS WORLD
As difficult as it may be to sett throngh theSe Various perspectives

without nuclear 'war,
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.
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Strategic' Pos,ure (Cambridge:. fvfitss.: Bollinger Pub-
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'
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Strategicinstitate 'and W. Scott Thompson Jed. ), National
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limy You Can Help Pre-
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Omit.- .ticle by 'one bf the founders -of the National Freqe

Mo

.

tint, Randall Forsberg, "A Bilateral Nuelear-Weapdn
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Atnerican'247 (Novemb4

1982), pp. 2,,

I 1 and an excellent collect iOn of articles, The Nuclear Weali-

ons. Freeze

and Arms Control

published by the Center for

Scienct and International Affairs, Harvard University, (70
:Sohn F. Kennedy Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138). For those
who adVocate unilateral U.S. reductions, see the publ iprat ions

Of the WOrld Policy Institute 071 United Nations Plaza, New
York, NY t 0017) and Robert Joliansen The- National interest
,

,

and the If man Interest (Princeton: Princeton University
Press,. 1980).
.

For an understanding of Soyiet nuclear weapons poli-

eles...see GroundZero, WO, Alma the Russians .:"' d

War? (Nek York: Poc-I\ Books., 1983) and '-'1 tivi4
...Hofloway, The Soviet Union did the .Arots 1?ace (New Haven:
Cienr

Yale University Press, 1983),

,

For weft' l'Orspeetivcs'on the

issue of nuclear proliferation

and U,S.,0;,,iet relations, see a booklet published by the For' .001 Policy. As.sociation, Great becisions, /WO. (Available front
,#ie Foreign-Policy Association at 205 Lexington. AVenue, New
YO.rk, 'New York 1..0016, $6.00 phis $,70 postage.)
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2. NUCLEARATIVISAND
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ICheck the appropriate box:

6. Thinking just in terms of nuclear weapons, how would you rate
the strength of the U.S, compared to that of the Soviet Union'?
Would you say:

1. If there were a nuclear war between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union what would most likely happen to the U.S.? Would it:
Cease.to exist as a civilized society
Suffer enormous casualties -and losses, but recover within
decade or two
Hardly be affected at all

We are far ahead of the Soviet Union in terms of nuclear
weapons
We are slightly ahead

a

w4 are about even
We are slightly behind

0 Not sure/Don't know

We are far behind the Soviet Union in terms of nuclear
weapons

El Not sure/Don't know

2. Thinking about the arms control agreements the U.S. has signed
With the Soviet Union, would yori say:

The SoViets have probably cheated at every opportunity

Here's a list of statements. For each one, indicate whetheryou agree
or disagree:

The Sols have probab ,cticated a little
The Soviets have probabJ not cheated at all
Not sure/Don't know

1

Not
Agree Disagree Sure

3. When it comes to those same agreements, would you say:

7. The whole idea of a nuclear war is
so terrifying, I try not to think about

The U.S. has prelFibly cheated at every opportunity*

it

The U.S. has probably cheated a little
The .U.S: 1116 probably not cheated at all

Not sure /Don't kaow' .

111P

s.

4. On balance, have the arms control agreethems we've signed with

the Soviet Union made the world a safer or apore dangerous
place?

IP

.

0 They've made the world Safer
They've made the world more dangerous
ElThey've made little or no difference.
Not sure/Don't know

'.
.4el-:
-ii,..

5. In an overall sense, bow would you rate the military strength of
the U.S. compared to that of the Soviet Union? Would you say:

El We are far ahead of the Soviet Union in overall military

0
4

8. The Soviet Union is the source ofevil in the modem world

9. The best way to keep the Soviet
Union from starting trouble is to
make sure our missiles are bigger
and better than theirs are
'4:

10. The U.S: should take steps on its
own to reduce the number °Nuclear
weapons in Ott world, no matter What

the Soviet UnitirtIloa
II, We are much to fearful of the Soviet Union; they have so many problems of their own, the last thing they
want is to start a war

strength

:A.

O We are slightly ahead
We are about even.
.

,

12. If there is a nuclear war, ft will probably tie started by accident
,

We tire slightly behind
We tare far behind the Soviet Union in Overall military strength

Not slit-03°11'i know

13. The best way to avoid a nuclear war
is to be fully ready to, tight one

0

'

22. Which would you !cum favor?

14. Our best hope for reducing the threat
of nuclear war is to take small steps.

witimut rotting down, our
guard

r
15

0A

Pir

not big ones, and to keep on nego

0

0

c
D

or freeing ourselves
Inn
of nuclear wt is to
de elop new technologies
ch as.
c Rus-:
laser; in outer,space bort)

II'fleet's been. debate surrounding each of the weapon systeMs
11 listed .below. Do you have a clear understanding. a general understanding, or no real understanding of the debate about: (check the
appropriate box for each)
No Not
Clear General' teal Sure

Mans (10

16. Because of satellites and other sophisticated equipment, we really-do
not need on-site inspection.to learn
what the Russians are doing

23. The Ivlmissile
17. It is inevitable that somewhere down
theroad, we and the communists will
end up going to war.
.

El

0

whole area should be left to the President and the experts

26. Anti-missile laser weapons in

41!

0

outer space

orld .many times over is

0

Whether yon feel that you have a clear understanding of the issue
or not, would you say you favor or oppose each of the following,
or do you feel you just don't kti,c?w enough to decide at this time:

0

insane

20. The Soviet Union is like most other
countries in the world
not much
better and not much worse.

Not

Favor Oppose. Sure
27. Building the MX missile
Do you
favor or oppose the U.S. building
the MX missile, or do you feel that
you just don't know enough to decide at this time?

0

.

21. It's hard to iniaginethe awesome responsibility of the President
of The United States, bitt if you had his authority to protect the

contry and.promote the nta.ional security, which of the follow% options would you favor? (check pne)

28. Putting Perkng missiles in EurOpe
do you favor r oppose putting U.S.
Pershing missile; into Europe, or do

you feel that you just don,:t know

A. Build up our nuclear forces to make sure that our.mis..sile,s and nuclear capability are the best in the world
B. Try to balance but not surpass the Soviet Union in terms
of nuclear weapons so as to promote stability and not
frighten each other
C. NegoOte an immediate halt to the develognent and
deployment of nuclear weapons. so thin both sides will
hike no further steps

enough to decide-at this time?

29. Putting cruise missiles in Europe
favor, oppose, or just dunl know at
this time?
.

30.Trying to build anti-missile laser
weapons in outer SWIMfavor.
oppose, or do you feel that you-just
doti1 know enough to-decide at this
time?

D. HaYe the U,S. take steps on its own to reduce its number

of nuclear' missiles, no matter what the Soviet Union
Ar

may do,
E. Not sure""

I

A

50
,1

El

[1

19. Th cry idea of haying enough nucleft
capons to blow up everyone

in the

o'

25. Cruise missiles in Europe

.

18. Nuclear weapons are so complex,
citizens cannot realistically connjbute to policy discussions and the
C

24. Pershing missas in Europe

0

know of no safe

depository of the
ultimate powers
of society but the
people themselves;

and if we think

them not enlig tened
enough to exercise

their control with a
wholesome discretion,

.41

the remedy is not

to take it away

J

l

't

from them, but to
inform their discretion

by education."
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